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ABSTRACT

1ni.3 study attempts to provide quantitati va es t;>Ria—

toe cm the influence of changes in economic variables

(relative prices and activity indicators) on electricity

demand in Greece over the period 1961 - 1975.

Thiefact tfiate1ectricity is not a praduct y1 eidinq

direct satisfaction but it is demanded as a fuel input

into activities that do provide utility, and which use a

capital stock of some durability* creates the need for a

distinction between demand in the short-run and demand

in the long-run, Moreover, total electricity demand is

disaggregated into demand by the household, commercial

and industrial sectors . This disaggregation rests upon

the assumption that the response of different sectors to

changes in the economic environment is unlikely to be

the same.

The quantitative estimates suggest that in general

short-run demand appears to be price and income inelas tic

for the household and commercial sectors , whereas for the

industrial sector the evidence sugges ts a price elasticity

very close to unity and an activity indicator (index of

Industrial Production) elasticity greater than unity.

Long-run demand appears to be inelas tic with respect to

price changes only in the household sector. The activity

indicators elasticities for all sectors are well above

unity.

The long-run formulations permit, the calculation

of the speed with which actua.1 demand aci.}'.i;»ts to »ies.trga
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demand. The estimates sugges t that this spcsu is relati-

vely fast in the cast?,of residential demand and reiai.\/e-

1 y slou.» in the case of indus tri:1 demando
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Infcrb-ducbi-,r!

1.1 Ths purnos ? j f_t:tli?P.j;L\dM.

The purpose- of this study is throinvestigation of

electricity demand in Grcscfc, The analysis aims at the

formulation, estimation and testing of model s which ex-

plain variations in electricity demand over the period

1961 - 1975,
r

Such an analys is is thought to be neces sary, becaus e

while electricity is an important energy form, it is a

product for the generation of which considerabl e amounts

"]
of imported oi ] are needed . The rapid increas es in oil

(and electri city) prices during the 1970s had cons ide-

rabl e effects on the country' s development and balance of

payments . The question thus posed was whether price

increas es would be followed by a recons ideration of con-

sumpti on patterns and, if not, the economy' s ability to

orientate itself towards alternative electricity gene-

rating sources • This would imply construction of addi -

tional power-generating stati ons using indigenous inputs

such as water-power or lignite. However both probl ems

are directly or indirectly associated with the question

of responsivenes s of demand to increas ing prices and rio

empirical evidence was available on which relevant con-

clusions and actions could be based.

See table 1 -'„ chapter 1, p- 9 .



On the o thsr hand the pro bier. of es Limating the demand for

electric;,ty is conoep tu&I.Iy d.i ieul b becaus e electricity

is a derived demand rather than a final demands that is>

electricity is demanded not for its oun sake but because

it can be combined uith other inputs to produce satisfac-

tion-yielding services. Since these services utiliz e a

capital stock of some durability, one ought to distinguis h

between short and long-run demand for electricity. More-

over, since electricity is demanded by various economic

sectors that are likely to react differently uith respect

to changes in the economic environment, it is useful to

disaggregate total demand into demand by the household

sector, the commercial sector and the indus trial sector.

The development of the model necessarily progres -

sed side by side uith the collection and proces sing of the

data, since the exact form of the model could only be

determined uhen the limitations imposed by data availabi-

lity uere known; and yet the collection and proces sing of

the data could not be completed until the requirements

of the model uere worked out.

Data constitutes a very important feature of..- this uork

since its larges t part is unpublis hed time series covering

the period from 1951 through 1975. Data referring to

electricity cons umption, the number of customers and the

elcctri.city tariffs for each of the three categories of

customers ueotofferer! by the Public Pouer Corporation.

To the best of our knowledge these data have not been

used in publis hed research before. Data referring to
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othe.r economic and social factors on the other hand uere

obtained from official statistical sources (see Appendix

3, Data and Sources)»

Because of the difficulty in estimating elen tricity-

demand models, a question is raised concerning the appro-

priate frameuork within which electricity demand should

be examined. The point at issue here is whether an in-

vestigation of electricity demand should be carried out

within the context of an overall energy market. The

basic product for which consumers have a (specific) demand

is "energy" and therefore it would seem appropriate that

an examination of the demand for any fuel should involve

an investigation in two stages^ the first stage dealing

with demand for energy as a whole and the second with the

shares of the specific fuels (gas , oil, coal and electrici-

ty) in a broadly defined energy market. However as has

been pointed out by Baxter and Rees "there is a practical

problem which has to be met in this approach relating to

measurement, Jn order to derive a statistic of total

"energy" , it is necessary to reduce each fuel to a common

unit of account. Each of the fuels has a calorific value

which could be used but this would ignore the fact that

the separate fuels are more or less efficient converters

into final usable energy and have varying conversion ef-

fic.iences depending on their application" .

1 B&xter and Rees, (1968), p. 278c



A number of procedures have been proposed as a way

of overcoming this practical difficulty, According to

the first, all fuels are converted into a "usable energy

content" which is the maximum amount of energy that can

be obtained through an ideal mechanical process* A

second method involves the construction of a weighted

value index based on the prevailing market prices and

consumption of the fuels to be aggregated. Another

procedure involves conversion of fuels into a common

reference through the utilisation of their calorific

values relative (mainly) to that of codi which is ue&d

as the reference fuel. In this way the demand for

each fuel is express ed in terms of coal equivalent

tons „

Ih3 difficulties associated with an overall energy

statistic are due to the fact that the efficiency of

fuels changes from application to application and from

fuel to fuel. This idea, of using a total energy sta-

tistic as a framework within which to fit component

fuels may therefore have doubtful validity.

An alternative approach, and the one adopted in

this study, is to follow the Baxter and Rees methodolo-

gy and treat electricity separately. As well as being

a simpler and more direct approach, it also avoids the

practical and conceptual disadvantages of the aggre-

gate "energy" analysis.



It should bo emphas ised however that the developments

that took place in the electricity market during the

period ue propose to investigate (1961 ~ 1975) may

not be treated in complete isolation from an overall

energy context, Uhat is even more important is that

the future developments in the electricity market should

be seen uithin the overall energy problem as it ap-

pears in ths country today, as ue11 as the side ef-

fects that this is likely to create*

Because of these reasons a discussion concerning the

overall energy market in Greece is provided in Appendix

1 .

1.2 Electicity in Greece

Before any attempt is made towards analysing the supply and

demand sides of the electricity market in Greece, some

facts that played a decisive role in its development

should be mentioned. Probably the most important of

these facts is the establishment and subsequent expan-

sion of the Public Pouer Corporation and its influence

1
on the energy sector of the economy .

1 See Apostolakis, G.E., (1963) ,



nofor9 111«3e•:cnd Uor1 <;!Us ( i n 193.9)3 eJ-octric.ity

avai 1.abi1it y and pratiuct1or. 11:n:nst areas ; ui th thc

e x c e p t i o n c f t h e A t h e n s -P i r a 111s a r e a ; u a 3 i n - a n a 1r n o a t

p r i n 5 .i t.iv8 s t a t s * E l e c t r i c i t y u a s produego by 349 s m a l l

firms and distributed to approximately 400 cities and vil-

lages* The Athens-Piraous area uas served by a ue.ll

established and organised enterprise - the Sritish-ouned

Electricity Company of Athens and Piraeus. For the
g1
country as a uhole ? the per capita annual consumption

of electricity uas around 34 KUf-L but once a distinction

is made betueen the Athens- Piraeus area and the rest of

the country the picture is different. To a 168 KUH

per capita yearly consumption in the capital of the

country there corresponded a 10 KUH per capita in the

province *

Generation of electricity uas carried out almost

exclusively through thermal stations operating with

liquid fuels, Seven percent of the electicity produced

uas generated by hydroelectric stations. The overall

installed capacity of the exis ting stations uas less than

400 GU.

The events of the Second Uorld Uar mode the si-

tuation even uorse. A considerable number of electrici-

ty generating stations uas destroyed and this multiplied

the already existing energy and economic problems of the

1
country *

I fdl o # •j © i\ o y \ \ s w /*



The irr;ps1 bnnct-o f •«j.otrjr:ibv arid cha dos ndence

of toe economy* s growth on the like] y solutions to energy

problems were considerable. In the years immediately

after liiq 'ularf a n0re gk l na:>:gy •:ro gran<uf financsrj by the

USA through the "Mars hall Plantf,.. was put forward# The

program, approved by the Organis ation of Econos'ic Co-opera-

tion and D eve1o pmon!; (0£E0 )t s tresss?d the necessity

for the establis hment of a Company engaged fully in the

generations trans mission and distribution of electrical

energy in Greece *

In August 1950 the Public Power Corporation (here after

PPC) was establis hed operating under private law although

it is an entirely publicly owned utility. The operation

of the Corporation started in 1953 and the production

of electricity sold to already existing utilities was

set as an initial target* At the beginning the management

of the Corporation was given to the American "Ebas co

Services Inc*," which undertook the task of accomplis hing

the firs t Greek energy program*

In 1954 the PPC aquired the publicly-owned utilities

in Thessaloniki and the following year began supplying

power to customers in previously unserviced areas , By the

middle cf 1955 the firs t energy program was completed

and the Ebasco Services Inc. handed over the management

of the Corporation to the Greek authorities . In the fol-

lowing years the Corporation acquired some 400 utility

companies , with a total generating capacity of 223,000 KU



(132, 500 KU in Athens-Piraeus and 90,500 KU in the province

The most importanb acquisition f name1y that of fche forejoh

owned Athens-Piraeus Electricity Company Ltd* , which used

to serve, as its name indicates, the country-s larges t

metropolitan area,, uas made in 1961, At present,

the entire Greek mainland and a feu islands are served by

the Corporation *s interconnected grid, while other islands^

accounting for less than 5 percent cf the country' s energy

consumption, are served by local systems® PPC generates

more than 98 percent of the electrical power produced

in Greece the remainder being generated by a few industries

for their own use.. It is the country' s .largest industrial

enterprise uith total assets of the order of % ?;330

million and revenues of about % 419 million at the end

of 1974. The main objectives of the Corporation may be

summarised as follows:

1« To meet the country' s constantly increasing electrical

energy requirements resulting from its rapid industria-

lisation;

2. To utilize in full all domestic sources of energy.

To this end investigation of the lignite, hydraulic and

other energy resources of the country are necessitated th-

rough the implementation of a special program;

3. To supply electric power to all towns and villages

of the country.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that the first and

third objectives seem tc- have been met fairly succesfully,



the same tilingcannot be said for the second objective,

Since 1960 the percentage of .imported liquid fuels has

been increas ing rather .than decreasing as table 1.1 shows

TABLE 1.1

Primary Energy Inputs for Electricity Generation

(Percentage Distribution)

Energy Sources
Years

Energy Sources
1960 1970 1975

Liquid Fuels 26 35 41

Solid Fuels

(l.ignite)
53 37 46

Ua terpouer 21 28 13

To tal 100 100 100

Source: PPC, Divis ion of Statis tics

In 1974 the capacity of the operating stations of

the interconnected system was 3«79 million KU. These

stations may be classified into tuo main categories ?

1. Thermal Stations , burning either local lignite or

imported liquid fuels or both; and

2» Hydro Stations®

The situation in 1974 is shown in the following table 1,2
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TABLE 1. 2

Hydro Stations

i

Capacity in fviU ;

i
1

Sub-to tal Total
;

Grand-tolal

Argas - Edessos - Louros 79.3

r ~

Tavropos - Kastraki - Lanhon 520

Kremasta - Polifiton 687

Veria - Glafkos - Serrea 4 „1

Total 1290 f4

Thermal Stations -

T. Burning local lionite 1170

Pto1 emays Group 920

Megalopolis 250

2. Burning imported

Liquid Fuels 1105

St. George Bay 480

Alivery 150

Lavrion 450

Gas Turbine Station 25

3. Burning either lignite

or Liquid Fuels or both 230

A1 .ivery 230

TOTAL 2505

;

u- — J

. ''TKo Woiionin nonf. rir Pnuer Svstem ,;«. PP L« Vr>f'o)? p »
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From the previous table it can be seen that, in 1974,

the operating Thermal Stations accounted for 66 percent of

the total capacity and the Hydro Stations for 34 percent.,

Before the establis hment and operation of PPC the electric

output was almos t entirely thermal, 93 percent of it being

generated by imported fuels and 7 percent by waterpower*

In 1975 electrical energy generation reached the level

cf 15 billion KUH and in 1976, 16,3 billion KUH.

Before the establis hment of PPC. the Athens-Piraeus

area consumed 86 percent of the country' s total electrical

energy, This was so because most indus trial units were

concentrated in this area where electrical power was availa-

ble,, Since availability has been extended to all areas

in Greece,large industial units have been established in

provincial areas , consuming electricity amounting to 59.4

percent of the country' s aggregate industrial consumption.

In 1974 the total consumption of electricity in the Athens-

Piraeus area uas 36.1 percent of the total consumption in

Greece. The following table (table 1.3) shows the con-

sumption of electricity and the number of customers,, by

category of use in 1974.



TABLE 1, 3

Categories of

customers

Lonsurno tion cr

Electrici ty

( GUH) )1

Number of customers

at the end of 1974

(persoris)

Residential 3 p002 2,835,000

Agricultural 207 46,000

Commercial 1,51 4 522, 000

Industrial 7,601 109,000

Public Authorities 522 53,000

Source: "The Hellenic Power System" , PPC, (1975), Athens.

The annual rate of increase in total consumption bet-

ween 1960 and 1974 was 11. 6 percent. The industrial con-

sumption in Greece accounts for 59,2 percent of the total

consumption uhile the net per capita consumption outside

the Athens -Piraeus area increas ed from 16 KUH in 1952 to

1,600 KUH in 1974. Before 1950 only 7*1 percent of the

towns and villages uere connected to the electrical net-

works exis ting at that time* These networks provided

electricity to 55, 2 percent of the total population of

the country. At the end of 1975 the towns and villages

serviced amounted to 98.6 percent.

1. 1 GUH ~ 10 6 KLiH~ 'iO9 UH.



in Greece ? .*?in other count : i c , a system of electri -

city tariff's is applicable:» Th& ee tariffs are establ ished

on the ba^is of chargi ng tho cus tamars sarvi.ced un(Jar th«

same eonriitions aquv.1.1y # E3.ectri ci ty tar.iffs are div j.dyd

j.nto thrae genera1 catagorias corraspend ing to Kigh,

fladium and Low Vol.tago customers «

The favourable tariff policy towards vital economic

sectors (for example in agriculture) was an indi rect en-

couragement for the introducti on of modern and more el e-

ctri city intens ive techni ques and equipment uhich in turn

increas ed electri city demand. Ms a res ul t, in 1975 for

ins tance j 220 million KIJIIuora cons umed in 50 9 046 irri ga-

t ed e s t a b lishme nts( 2 . 4 0 m.iJ.1 i o n a c r e s ) o f t h e a g r c u1~

tural sector. The indus trial sector, on the other hand,

cons umed 8 billion IUJH, that is 57.8 percent of total

cons umption. The remai ning 42.2 percent was cons umed by

all other economi c sectors .

The above analys is concentrated on an examinati on of

the electricity market in very general terms . But given

that total electri city demand is to be disaggregated

into three component parts ^hous ehol d, commercial and indus -

trial demand) , the identification of the relevant economi c

factors to be included in the formul ated rel ati ons hips

approxi mati ng the behavi our of each sector, uill be examined

after a very brief discri ption of the devel opments in

each market, and a brief review of simil ar studi es (chapter 2;.



1.3 (T.lectricityHarkets

3 • Residential Electrici ty Ma rkjet

During the last fifteen years residential electricity

sales in Greece have increased at an average rate of over

11 percent per year. From 19GG to 1975 the population in-

creased by about 8*6 percent uhile residential electricity

consumption rose by more than 490 percent® It is esti-

mated that during this period about tuo fifths of the

growth in residential electricity use was attributable

to rising consumption per household, and about three fifth

was due to the increase in the number of households served

Nevertheles s, on the average the typical Greek house-

hold which used less than 2GG KUH of electricity in 1960

consumed over 1500 KUH in 1975*

The main economic causes of this considerable increase

in residential electricity demand ares first, the vast

growth in the rate of electrification, from 7.1 percent

in 1954 to almost 85 percent ..at the end of 1975. Second

the widespread introduction of electricity using appliance

such as refrigerators television sots, washing machines

and so on. the same time a gradual shift to electrici

ty from other fuels . (for example in space heating,

water heating and cooking) played an equally important role

On the other hand tne continuous increase in personal in-

come combined with the relatively low electricity prices

charged helped the expansion of the market over tne same
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b• Industrial Electricity Market

During the period under consideration industrial ele-

ctricity consumption has grown at an annual rate of near-

ly 9 percent. At present, while manufactruring industries

account for only 20 percent of total earnings in the Greek

economy, they account for about 58 percent of total ele-

ctricity pouer consumption. On the other hand only a very

small proportion, 2 percent, of total industrial consump-

tion is self-generated, the vast amount of electricity

being supplied by the PPC, either through individual corn

tracts with the Corporation (for example ESSO PAPPAS,

LARK0)f in which case the price cf electricity

is fixed in advance, or through high and medium voltage

tariffs applied to groups of industrial customers .

In an attempt to analys e the factors affecting

electricity demand by the industrial sector certain limita-

tions are imposed due to some peculiarities of the stru-

cture of Greek ,industry . The latter may be summari-

sed as follows :

( A) The Size of Industrial Establis hments : In Greece there

are a great number of small establis hments employ-

ing, in 1973, less than 10 persons and making up 95

percent of total industrial establis hments . In fact it

is only the remaining 5 percent of industrial units employ-

ing more than 10 persons that could be considered "in-

dustrial 1^ This percentage absorbs 50 percent of. the total

1 Germidis e D»A. , and Neoreponti-Deliv/aniw, (1975),



labour force and pays over 75 percent of the total uage

bill. The small size and moreover the "family" character

of the existing units, sets limitations to data refer-

ring to output produced, consumption of electricity or

other fuels , uage rates and to other economi c variables»

On the other hand, since 1970 data referring to small

scale industry, (that is indus tries employing 10 persons

or less}which in fact constitute, as it was said above,

95 percent of the industrial sector of the country,

has not been recorded,.

( B) The second disadvantage of the industrial structure

refers to the Type of the Products Manufactured, a

picture of uhich may be given in the following table:

TABLET 1.4

Breakdown of Industrial F."stablishments by Activity

(percentage)

Indus tries Industrial Establis hments

Total Manufacturing

Industry
1963 1965 1967 1969 1970

1. Consumer goods 74.12 73.07 72.99 71.20 69.85

2c Intermediate goods 7 o24 7.68 7.79 8.09 7.95

3c Capital goods 18,64 19.25 19.22 20*71 22c20

Source: "Industrial Censuses-of Greece" , I960 and 1975,



Table 1.4 shows that consumer goods industries'

predominate since they constitute over ?G percent of

all industrial establishments. Houcver, this percentage

seems to have decreased compared with that of the capital

3
goods industries . The percentage of the Intermediate

goods industries «,on the other hand, remained remarkably

stable, around 7 percent, throughout the period.

Electricity is a very important production input especial

1y for the capital goods indus tries; hence increases in

output produced by the sector or establishment of new

units, bring about considerable increases of electricity

Manufacturing of food, beverages and

Tobacco

Textile Industries

Manufacture of Footwear, Wearing Apparel

and Leather

Manufacture of Uood and Furniture

Manufacture of Rubber and Miscellaneous Prod*

Metal Products (except machinery)

1. Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products

2. Manufacture of Chemicals (oils, pe-

troleum and coal products)

Manufacture of non-metallic Mineral Prod*

Basic Metal Industries

Manufacture of Electrical Machinery

Manufacture of Transport Equipment

The above classification follows that adopted by Koutsoumaris,

C., (1963).

^ Consumer goods 1.

Indus tries
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

2 Intermed! ate

goods Industries

3 Capital goods 1.

Industries
3•

4 t
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demand, florsouer in recent years, end especially during

the sixties, the composition of industrial output has al-

tered, The establishment of units producing goods requir-

ing large amounts of electricity (electricity intensive

industries such as aluminium industry and so on) led to

a significant increase in electricity consumption from

954 HUH in 1961 to almost 3300 MUH in 1975.

Technological improvements in the production process play-

ed an important role but the contribution of new technolo-

gies is something very difficult to quantify. The depen-

dence of electricity demand by the industrial sector on

such factors, as well as the .lack of detailed information

regarding amounts of electricity used by specific indus-

tries and output produced, limits the choice of the variables

to be included in the analys is and possibly the estimates

that are reported in the relevant section ( chapter 4 )

The latter should be interpreted uith these important li-

mitations in mind.

c • Commercial Electricity Market

Although the term "commercial" is used to describe

the third important component of electricity demand in

Greece, this sector includes the demands of widely dif-

fering types of users. Commercial electricity consump-

tion includes the demand of the following sectorst whole-

sale and retail trade, finance, real estate, insurance,

services (hotels, restaurants, business consulting firms,



hospitals and others ) end construction. It also inclu-

des the demand by four smaller sectors that,is agricultu-

ral,. interdepartmental^ governmental and railroads=

None of these four sub-categories are significant users

of electricity. Together they consumed only about 5,67

percent of total electricity demand in 1974.

The available information indicates that commercial ele-

ctricity demand grew by an average annual rate of 11„2

percent between 1961 and 1975„ Its percentage growth was

greater than that cf total demand (10.8 percent) . The

major causes of this expansion were;

1. The establis hment and rapid development of a considerabl

number of commercial units from 125 thousand .in 1958 to

1
152 thousand in 1969 . This expansion was spread ail over

the country in large metropolitan centres such as Thes~

salor.iki, Patras, Heraklion, Kavala and others .

2. The increas e in Gross National Income which rose at an

average annual rate of 7.5 percent during the period under

consideration; and

3* The enormous increas e in tourism which contributed to

the creation of complementary commercial, activities such

as construction of large hotel units, restaurants and shops

1 Statis tical Yearbook of Greece (1976), table XIII: 17„ p»
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2-1 In troducfcion

In this chapter uo provide a summary of the existing

literature on electricity demand. The studies reviewed

here by no means exhaus t the literature. Most;

of the studies that have been left out, although of cor.si-

1 ?
derable potential (the analys es by Halvors en or Lyman'

for instance are repres entative examples ) are based on

highly refined data or exhaus tive market surveys . However,,

they are of little help for situations where vital in-

formation ( for example information on stock of electric

appliances ) is not available as in the case of Greece.

Hence we limit ours elves to a review of models that may

provide a framework for an inves tigation based on compa-

rable data requirements .

The abs ence of relevant empirical work referring to

Grsecej which restricts the review to a consideration of

international studies , appears to be at the same time an

advantage and a disadvantage. It is an advantage becaus e

it gives the study an element of originality and a di -

sadvantage becaus e there are no studies to compare

our res ults with or to draw useful sugges tions from.

1 i*ia3\Jor«en» K «. ("j /3 •

2'Lyinai\ (15731



2.2 Studleg _R_ev/ieujed

Houthakker' s work focus es on residential electricity

consumption in the United Kingdom using cross-section

observations on 42 provincial towns for 1937 to 1938 ,

In his model the appli ance stock is an exogenous variable

and he also introduces lagged values of price of electri-

city and gas 0 The demand equation is of the following

form t

Logx = a„ + a0logH + ar,logp 0 + a.loocj _ + a loqh + u
i A j —Z. 4 " — o

where x is average annual electricity consumption per

customer uith a domes tic two-part tariff; PIis average

money income per household with a domes tic two-part tariff)

p is marginal price of electricity on domestic two-pert

tariff; g is marginal price of gas on domestic tariffs;

h is average installed load, in KU per customer of cookers ,

water-heaters and wash-boilers bought on hire purchas e.

The values of p and g are lagged two years .

As Houthakker was only considering two-part tariffs., on

which the same marginal rate applied to all customers in

a given town irrespective of their consumption* it was

appropriate to use this marginal rate as the electricity

price variable. By a similar argument the marginal rate

was chosen for the gas price* This required more data

than the usually published figures since these give ave-

rage prices . As the marginal rate was in the short-run

1 Honth.°kkpr H R >-»t-'-i^I t i u J u , Ii,r.,\ l ^ tic v»vg ^ ^ ®



independent, of the quantity demanded there mas no need to

introduce a function defining the tariff to obtain con-

sistent estimators„ No long-run supply function was in-

cluded on the argument that f in the cross -section, supply

was independent of the variables included in the equation

The results f are shown in the following table:

Parameter

ri

^

1

a,,
3

a ,
a

a_

Estimate

Standard error

1.156

(.038)

-0,893

(.191)

0.211

(.117)

0.177

(.034)

R 2 0 o87

The values of p^.^, p.j.and g^.were also considered but th

2-year lags were found to give the best results,, In

other words the price variables uere selected on the basi

of trial and error process. As to the interpretation of

his elasticity findings Houthakker does not comment on

whether they refer to the short or the long-run. The im-

portant distinction between short-run and long-run demand

was first made by Fisher and Kaysen in their pioneering

study. According to their explanation (see below) the

interpretation of estimates of models like the one propo-

sed by Houthakker depend on the relationship between the

appliance ownership variable and the remaining variables

in the equation. As it will become clear when the study

by Fisher and Kaysen is presented, the price and income

elastic! tiesCfound above) may be interpreted as short-run

ones indicating the effect on the utilisation of .a con-



stant appliance stock. The cross-elasticity with respect

to the price of gas is possibly low given that in the

short-run substitution is possible only for those consu-

mers who have both gas and electrical appliances e

1
The uork by Fisher and Kaysen is an early and pos-

sibly the most quoted study in the field of electricity

demand. In this uork an approach is followed^ the main

feature of uhich is the distinction between short-run

and long-run demand by households.

Short-run demand is viewed as the analysis of factors that

determine variations in the rate of utilisation of the
»•

existing stock of electricity consuming capital goods .

The basic short-run demand equation is;

LnD^. = c + alnP^ + blnY^.+ 1nU^. ( l )

where

Dj. is the total household electricity demand in KUH

P, and Y, are the average price cf electricity per

KUH and per capita personal income respectively, ex-

pressed in real terms.

-&

U. is the average stock of electrical appliances

(white goods ) in period t expressed in the amount

of K'JH that the existing stock may potentially draw.

The low quality of the data relating to the stock of "white

goods" leads to a reformulation of the short-run model

in such a way as to eliminate from equation (1). This

is achieved on the basis of the assumption that the growth



Nou, taking logarithms of both sides of ( 2 ) and substitu-

ting into ( 1 ) ue get:

LnD, = c alnP, -!-blnY, + inU + vt ( 3 )
0 c l c v

which upon taking first differences becomes:

«dind^ ~ £ + a^lr.p + b<dlny^ ( 4 )

IJith the additions of the disturbance term this is the mo-

del which is finally estimated. Note that the assumption

repres ented by equation ( ? ) produces an estimating equation

whose cons tant term is equal to the hypothes ised appliance

stock growth rate. Using the states as the smalles t obs er-

vation unit on which data on D., Pj. and Y, existj Fisher
is l

and Kays en estimate their model of each of the 47 states

over the period 1946 - 1957. Their results indicate over-

all that price and income were not significant in the

demand relations hip and moreover they predicted that the

significance of price of electricity would decreas e and

that of income would increas e in the future.

In the long-run the demand for electricity is identified

with the choice of the size of the capital stock* here

the authors are interes ted in the question of the influen-

ce of the price of electricity and of the price of gas

on the demand for major appliances , but other economic,

social and demographic variables are also cons idered as

explaining variations in the demand for appliances .



1
The long-run model* described as a "disease" model of the

growth of appliances stocks has as follows :

L~

* * nW i t = A i nii /ilnV r + n i 2 lnY t + n i3 Eit * V. lnG i t +

+ n ls alnh t - n.galnf.,. + n^lnh, . + n^ lnp^ +

+ r,.9lnYi(. + n i10 lnU F
t + u . t ( S )

where •*

U., is the stock of ith electricity using good ("uhi -
i z

te good" )

is a weighted average of lagged values of per

capita income Y^_

Y i s c u r r n n tp e rc a p i t ai n c o m e

is the price of the ith electrici ty using good

G. ^ is the price of gas using substitute for ith ele-

ctricity using good.

H, is the number of electricity customers
V

F t is population

H^ is. the number of marriages

p!t is three year movi ng average of electrici ty prices
w

( a proxy for expected real price)

£
\l^ is three year moving average of gas prices

Y^j. is the average kil owatt hour consumpti on of a new

unit of ith electrical appliance#

I"the pos session of a uni t of the given appl iance is cons i-

dered as the state of havi ng a contagious disease. How

many peopl e have the disease at any given time is cons i-

dered to depend on hou many people had it before, how

many people there are who are not immune, and on various

other factors all affecting suscepti bility" . Fis her and

U' c:r.n ( •<t"lC. •>\ —
\ *-*s-jj p. 8 0 t
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The model is estimated for 1946 -1949 and for 1951 - 1957.

The number of washing machines , refrigerators , ironing

machines and electric ranges are the unite goods used in

turn as dependant variables•

On the basis of the estimates obtained^ Fisher and

Kaysen concluded that the price of electricity as well as

the price of appliances do not have substantial effects

on the stock of appliances* The major determinants of ap-

pliances stock were found to be changes in long-run in-

comes , in population and in the numbsr of wired households

per capita. These are precisely the variables whose first

differences have been included in the right-hand side of

the demand equation (5)» The dependent variable also is

in firs t difference of logarithms . All the other dependen

variables are not in the form of first differences but in

single period levels. This is apparently the cause of

their insignificance in the estimated equation (5).

In the final part of their analys is an investigation

of the industrial demand for electricity is discussed.

They are considering two different possibilities : ( a) when

technology is constant and ( b) the possibility of techno-

logical change, In the firs t place electricity is assumed

as an input in the production proces s having two compo-

nents : one fixed part consisting of lighting, heating ect.

end one proportional part varying directly with output.

Data were used for 10 different industry groups for the

estimation of the model:
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where is total electricity demand used by the I indust-

rial group|

X-if is the total output produced by the I industrial

group?

Pjk is the real prise of eloctricity to the group?

VT . is a random disturbance term.,I z

The model was used in logari thmic form to obtain least-

squares estimates , output being measured in terms of va-

lue added by manufacture. ' .•

The results obtained indicated a significant negative pri-

ce effect in six of the ten industry groups and non-signi-

ficant price effect in two more.

Turning nou to the technological change question their aim

uas to inves tigate whether there was any change in magni-

tude and direction in the electric input coefficient for

different indus tries . Lack of adequate data limited this

investigation of change to an analysis of the electricity

input coefficients for different industries in 1947' and

1956. Nevertheles s they concluded that "technological

change probably acted neutrally or increased the impor-

tance of electricity - the quantity of electricity con"
A

sumed per uni t of output - in this period" .

The argument that may be raised regarding Fisher and

Kays en'slong-run conclus ions is that these are based main-

ly upon an examination of a very limited range of electrical

appliances which have no adequate substitutes and which

1 VishssT*and !<nvsen. (196? ). 0. 8t — • • — • ^ - / - —1 • - $ \ • • , e> i
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account for only a small fraction of the total potential

electricity requirement. Exclusive reliance on statewide

averages on the other hand raises questions of aggregation

in cases uhere state and market boundaries do not coincide,

since intermarket variations in price and quantity may

thus be obscured. Another point is that although Fisher

and Kaysen' s analysis identifies an association among po-

pulation, income and electricity sales, it is inadequate

in defining the all-important price - quantity relation-

ship uhich, nevertheless , is stressed in their analysis*

Uithout any doubt> however, their work was a pioneering one

in the field of electricity demand; and not only did it

stimulate interest on the subject but paved the path for

subsequent and more sophisticated work*

1
Mount, Tyrell and Chapman extended the investigation

in two directions. Time - wise by considering available

information up to 1970 (pooled time series and cross-section

data) ana sector - uise by analysing variations in ele-

ctricity demand by the commercial sector as well. Setting

as their objective the estimation of price elasticity for

the period 1947-1970, they carry out the analysis in terms

of the following models :

^• Constant Elasticity Mod_el(for a particular year and

state):

p _ , r"̂ pi

"'it ~ Mt "'it-1 * lit UNit

1 T. D, Mount, T J» Tyrell and L.O* Chapman 2 (197:5)
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uhere:

is the ith state, t i ? tfchyear

Q is the quantity of electricity demanded,

U M is the level of'the Nth causal factor* and
N

A y c a i> « are unknown parameters.

r\

The short-run elasticity for the Nth factor is pM and the
_ A

long-run elasticity is y 1 -J). The value ofj* must lie

between 0 and 1 and (1-2 ) is the proportion of the demand

response that is completed in the firs t year. Hence if 0\

is close to 0 the demand at!justs quickly in the causal fac-

torsjif~/fis close to 1 the demand adjusts slowly.

2« Variable Elasticlty Mo d_e?•A

» eQ., — A• Q-i /•.»U„. ,
it it-I lit

»cIJir•j c e
Nit

where e is the base of natural logarithms and

are additional unknown parameters. The interpretation of

^ is the same as in equation (6), but the short-run elasti-

city of the Nth factor is now - (^.,/Uj,) and the long-

run elasticity

3. Variable elasticity Hodel B:
t / /> . Si
dcj&li

Q. , = A. e . Q. , .
it ^it-1

fx Xilu.iudit m™' owt X H Vitt
U y,• I • C• ® llM• I• g «*•«• 0 ^ u,>, •> i • ® e © u .| • i • C c* © o « O * ^ • I
1it nit i t

where D is the level of the shift variable and S « o ^

are additional unknown parameters. Under this specifica-

tion the short-run elasticity for the Nth factor is

p h - ( * n/ u h ) + ( s n/ d)

Pn + fa n
/u n> -

(VD>.
and the lone-run elasticity is

i/ i
(1 -3 ;i.



The i.ndepandenb variab.1es con:;id0rnd by i.he auth0r:.

are population, income per capita, average price oi eleelr

city, average price of gas (lagged one year) and price?oI

appliances (als o lagged one year) . One "shift" variable

is employed, namely, the mean January bi-mpBrature,uhich

varies accros s states or regions , but nob over time. The

mode] is estimated for the electricity consumption 0!' each

of the three classes of customers - residential, rommercia

and indus trial. The following table gives a summary

of their estimated e1astic1 ties:

Es ti.rna t.ed E1as tic5.ti.0s
1

Res iden1 ia 1. Co mm or c.ial Indus tria1

S *R L. R S. R L•R 5. R L.R

P0 pu1ati0 n 0.12 0.99 0.13 1.03 0 .12 1.01

Income 0.02 0.20 0 .11 0.af ) 0,06 0.51

Price of electricity -0.14 -1.20 -0„ 17 -1.36 -0.22 -1,82

Price of gas 0.02 0.19 0.01 0.06 0,00 0.00

Price of appliances -0.05 -0.42 - - — —

Source: Mount, Chapman and Tyrrell, tables 3 and B~1»

As the table indicates electricity demand appears as

1 Mean level for all states calculated at 1971 values of

indepen0 pnt v9riab1e?.u



1r.i .LI•elastic u.ith respect

t" Income^ appioachiny to as iric-::1;? inc reases c Popu-

lation ax:?:..:;• •\r;, . ••lit i: •j run uiasticity for

y.l.lclasses of cus UKfsrs ana the elasticities fcr both the

prices of nofTiplementi- and e-uinstitutes cf electricity goods

are found to be less than 1, The insJ astici ty of income

is probably due to the use cf both income and populati on

as exogenous variables in the demand equations , since nor--

mall y these tuo series tend to be highly correlated, re-

sulting in large values of the standard errors,, and

hence statis tical insignifi cance of either of the variables

or both. Technically multi collinearity between them dis-

courages inclusion of both in the equati ons. Nevertheles s

they conti nue to use income j.n their demand equation re-

gardles s of its insignificance.

The difficul ties associated with the inves tigation

of electricity demand by the indus trial sector on the

other hand, as pointed out by Fisher and Kays en, give

the impres sion that the residential sector may provi de

an area for deeper inves tigati on. This is the line of

1
thought folloued by Wilson uho concentrates on this

sector trying ( i ) to analys e the factors that influence

its demand for electricity end (ii ) to examine the demand

for selected major domes tic electrical appl iances .

Towards this purpos e he estimates tuo equati ons. Ihe

firs t deals uich the consumption of electricity per house-

* ii: i _^{ \<JX XwLi n.j .li-Aj} »/ *



hold which is assumed to be determined by.(a), the price of

electricity (P) ,(b), the average price of natural gas (G:~

cents per therm)'# (c)» median family income (Y-doliar per

year) , (d^ average size of housing unit (R~rooms per uni t)

and (eV climate conditions (c=degree days).

The estimates were derived from a cross-section data sam-

ple (reference year 1966) and according to the equation?

LogQ = K + b,(logP + b^logG + b^logY + b^lo-gR+ bt-logC

Uhere the coefficients for P _«G, and Y are all statisti-

cally different from zero*

The results of particular interes t are the substantial

negative price elasticity and the negative income elasti-

city. Since the sample used for •estimation is cross-

sectional, he interprets his model as representing the

long-run demand function, concluding that his results are

in sharp conflict uith those of Fisher and Kaysen who found

little or no influence of price on the long-run demand

for electricity,, Uith respect to the adjustment behavior

of demand, Uilson, is handicapped by the unavailability of

time series data to supplement his cross-sectional analysis

This makes it almos t impossible to test the predictive

performance of his estimated model as the rate of adjust-

ment cannot be directly estimated.

His second equation attempts to explain variations

in the percentage of customers owning a particular ap-

pliance 0 The fitted equations are of the form:

S = K + b„P + b„G -1-b„Y + b,C and
x 1. 2 J 4



LogS = K + b looP + b logG + b„1oqY + b,loqC
x i z u ' 4

uhere S . is the percentaoe of homes with at least one
x

unit of appliance x» The sample used consists of 83
/\

SMS As 1
? (reference year 1960),. for six electric household

appliances, namely, air conditioners, ranges, water heaters

clothe dryers , home food freezers and electric space

heating. In general the results corroborate those obtained

with electricity consumption as the dependent variable.

The price elasticity is negative and statistically dif-

ferent from zero at the 0.01 level cf significance for fi-

ve of the six appliances (all but air conditioners) and

for these five it is less than -1 for all but home freez er

the value for home freez ers is -0. 94. The values for the

others range from -1.77 for dryers to -4o03 for electric

space heating. Median income is much less important,

both statistically and quantitatively, but the price of

natural gas is quite important in the equations for

ranges, uater heaters, dryers and home freezers .

The exclusive use of cross-sectional data makes it diffi-

cult to evaluate the predictive performance of his mo-

del. Moreover his income coefficient in the demand equa-

tion, obtained in each of the different formulations, is

significantly negative. It is strange that this apparent

paradox is not investigated by Uilson, nor is it mentioned

explicitly in the extensive discussion of his regression

1 SMSAs ~ Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
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results« The employment of "number of rooms per house-

hold" rather than a "number of persons per household" is

probably a sourc e of the unexpected negative income ela-

sticity. If, as one would expect, the former variable is

an increas ing function of income then inclusion of the

highly collinear "number of rooms per household" and in-

come variables in the same equation is likely to affect

the statistical significance of either of the two variables

or both*

The second part of our survey deals with e number

of papers, the common characteri stic of which is the rela-

tively limited amount .of informati on required for their

estimation. In fact ' the first study by Houthakker and

Taylor requires basically informati on on two appropri ate

explanatory time series for the econometri c estimation

of expenditure and price elasticities. The theoretical

model developed by Houthakker and Taylor is essentially

the reduced form of a system of two equati ons, in the

first of which consumpti on, q, (for any commodi ty) is made

a function of stocks (s), relative price ( p) and total

expendi ture (x) , that is:

q = a + bs + ^ x + ^ p ('0

and in the second the rate of change .in stock ( s ) is de-

fined as:

s — q ~ Ss • ( ®)

'lij •I4-|~iC3!' r-jT* '-IO "r> fowl O~ f1^ ^I l i u J l R r i K K S r ? i .* - i e -? o ; ; u i u y j . J i ^ t_ * Lr a ± \ \ : u c-



The flexible interpretation of the stock variable is

an interes ting feature of the study. If q relates to the

consumption (purchas e) of a durable then s is taken to re-

fer to physical inventories . If q represents expenditure

on a non-durable then s is defined as pbychological stock

due to habit formation. This flexiblility is transmitted

to the sign of s which is expected to be negative in the

case of durables and positive in the case of gooda subject

to habit formation ( the more one has smoked in the past

the more one will smoke in the current period) 0 In the

specific case of electricity,, since s may be taken as

the stock of electrical equipment or the accumulated force

of' habit due to using this equipment in the past# b

is expected to be positivej under the latter interpreta-

tion because of the reasons provided above, while under the

former, because of the technological complementarity between

electricity (as an input) and stock of electrical ap»

t

pliances *

Combining equation ( ? ) and ( 8 ) one obtains an equation

ready for estimation. This , in the case of electricity

demand, is as follows :

q t - 3.71 + 0 . 8 7 3 q t^ + 0c00328xt + 0.0504pt

(2.81) (0.047) (0.0014) (0.025)

R 2 = 0.999

wheres q is personal consumption expenditure for electri-

city per capita in 1958 dollars^



x is total personal consumption expenditure per

capita in 1958 dollars ,

p is implicit deflator for electricity / implicit

deflator for PCE (1958-100).

The short and long-run (mean) elasticities yielded by this

equation using annual data during 1947-1964 are as fol-

lows:

Elasticities Income Price

SoR 0.13 -0.13
(

L,R 1.93 -1.89

Both elasticities are seen to be low in the short-run

but very substantial in the long-run. This is a refle-

ction of hiin equation ( ? ) being positive., and cjn he

given either of two equivalent interpretstions: Cs)« If

s_is taken as referring to the stock of electricity -

consuming appliances , it indicates , that the price ela-

sticity of demand is smaller when only utilis ation is free

to vary (i.e. when the stock is fixed) than when the

stock is free to vary. In other words the long-run ela-

sticities give an estimate of percentage change in demand

for electricity resulting from a once and for all change

in electricity price (or income) , and incorporates all the

side effects that such an increas e in price may have

(for example changes in stock held or characteris tics of

those stocks and so on).(bl If jsis taken as the accumula-

ted force of habit from past consumption, it indicates

that the services of electricity - consuming appliances

are subject to strong habit formation.



Houthakker and Taylor's uork can only be treated as an

attempt to establish new theoretical foundations appli-

cable to the demand for both durables and non-durables®

This is achieved at the expens e of a more detailed investi-

gation of the commodities concerned. Prices, for example,

other than cun price are not considered c

Their uork provided the theoretical background for the

development of an even more simple version of the above

model by Houthakker, Uerleger and Sheeham t in thajr ana-

lysis of residential electricity demands They combined

time-series and cross-section annual data of state aggre-

gates for the period 1960 - 1971, in order to test uhat

they call a "flou adjustment" hypothesise

In particular they assume that there is a desired demand

-X-
for electricity by individuals in state i at time t,

This demand is made a function of income and price:

For simplicity they assume that this function is log-

linear:

ilt = pit- >'it) (9)

* a P
^it = a ' pit^ it ( 1 0 )

Further a very simple adjustment process is assumed:
0

^it

( 1 1 )

1 Houthakker, l/erleoer Jr. , P.K. S Sheeham, D.P (1973).



where 0 < © 1« In such a cast?the estimating equation be-

comes:

lnq. t ~ 0 1 na + ©£1 np.f. + e f - L ny ,t + (1-8 )1 nq i f._1 ( 12)

Both electricity consumption and income are expressed in

per capita terms and the price of electricity is represented

by the marginal rate per kuh in the 250-500 kuh block as

<1
taken from "Typical Electric Bills11 » The model is estima-

ted using the error-component; technique pioneered by

2
Balestra and Nerlove because it provides a mors consis-

tent estimate of the coefficient on the lagged dependent

variable. The authors 1 results are as follous (standard

errors are in parentheses):

Lnq.t ~ 0.104 + 0. 02911np^^ + 0. 1451 ny^ + 0.9341nq. ^ (1 3)

(0,029 ) (0.014) (0.026 ) (0.014)

R 2 - 0.985

Uith the marginal rate per kuh between 100 and 500 kuh's

the results are:

Lnq it = 0.072 + 0.0091np it + P.143lny- t + 0.914lnq it _ 1 ( 1 4 )

(0.029 ) (0.020 ) (0.026 ) (0.015)

R 2 = 0.986

The short and long-run elasticities from these two equa-*-

tions are as follous:

1 The authors also estimate equations using marginal rates

in the 100 - 250 kuh and 100 - 500 kuh blocks.

2 Balestra 5 P- e aridNet-Jove- M». (1966)»



Income Price

0.15 -0.03

2.20 -0. 44

0*14 ~0 n09

1.64 -i. 02

The principal difference between the two equations lies in

the estimates of the long-run elasticities .

The major critisism agains t such a model is that it

gives rise to an identification problem that will be discu

sed in some detail in chapter

It uill contribute considerably to the understanding of

the problem though, if it is shoun that one may arrive

at the same reduced form equation on the basis of diffe-

rent assumptions about the dynamics of consumers' decision

'making. More specifically ue uill discribe briefly, in

1
uhat. follous , a model proposed by Halestra for the gas

market uhich may easily be adopted and applied in the

field of electrical energy demand.

After estimating a rather unsatisfactory static

"price-income" model, Balest.ra considers a model uhich

incorporates the complementary modification. This model

uas developed from the .identity:

G = 5. U (15)

where S is the total stock of gas appliances per head,

liquation (13)

S *R.

L-R.

Equation (14)

s.r,

L ,R.

1 Balestra, (1967),
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and U is their average utilisation rate, and G the quanti-

ty of gas demanded, It uas postulated that:

U = b,, + h^log( l/p) + b^log( P/p) + u ( 16 )

and

5. = (1 +K)S j. ( 1 7)
l o— i

Appropriate substitutions lead to a model identical to that

used by Fisher and Kaysen in their short-run analys is.

In this model the results were very poor in terms of the

values of the multiple correlation coefficients and the

Durbin- Uatson statis tics. This^according to the euthor.

uas due to the exclusion of dynamic effects which could

be alloued for in two uays : either by including lagged

values in the expression for (J* or by dropping the assump-

tion of a constant rate of grouth of S. The latter re-

quires either that S be included explicitly in the estima-

ted equation b or that S be respecified as a function of

other variables. In developing his dynamic model, Balestra

introduced the concept of the "total demand for fuel" j

the model also introduces the complementary modification

without using any data on appliance owners hip; several

simplifications are made instead:

1. The stock of all fuel-us ing appliances , S^ is assumed

to depend only on current real income per head and popt.i-

1 "Total demand for fuel" is the demand for all different

forms of fuels existing in the economy in any given

time period-i



1ation

S t = ta1 + h 2 ^1/ p ^ b 3 N t 0 8 )

2, The uti.1.1sation of this stock is assumed constants

U t = U for all t ( 19)

3o fill adjustment to a new equilibrium level of takes

place within the same year,

4. The depreciation rate is equal to the scrapping rate,

(i.e., scrapping is the only way in which appliances are

"consumed"), end appliances are not scrapped in the period

in which they are acquired.

5e The above four conditions are assumed to apply to the

stock of gas appliances as well c They are scrapped at

the rate r «
9

The new demand for gas in year 1 3 that is, the demand ari-

sing from the use of appliances newly acquired in year t,

is then:

G't = Gt " ( 1" rg) - Gt-1 ( 20 )

and the new demand for all fuels

f* = f t . ft _ i ( 2 1 )

where F^ is the quantity demanded of all fuels in British

Thermal Units . Unlike the portion of demand committed

to the existing stock of appliances at the beginning of

period t (repres ented by (1-r ). G, «) which is assumed
g r- i

insensitive to relative price changes , the new demand for

oas, Gj., is assumed to depend only on the relative price

of gas, and the total new demand for all fuels :

Gt = 31 *!' a2 Pgt * a 3 F t ^ 22 '

The model was estimated firstly from cross-section data



for 1962 and then from pooled cross-section and time-seri,©s

data. The principal result is that the demand for natural

gas (new demand) is price inelastic*

•x- . ,
Replacing G^.and F^ in (,22) by their equals from (20) and

(21) one gets:

G t- (1-r G t-1 = a 1 + a 2P t + a 3 f F t - ( 1 - r) . r j ( 23)

I j
or after rearranging:

C,t " a1 ' a2 Pgt + s3
<6F, + rF. ,

t i o - o - vi

which depends on what assumption one makes about F.

If the latter is assumed to depend on variations in income

A

for instance then the reduced form of (24) becomes;

Gt = °1 + c 2 Pgt + ° 3 AY t + c 4 Yt-1 + c 5 Gt- 1 ( 2 5 )

The above equation is very similar in estimating form*

to that developed by Houthakker, Verleger and Sheeham" .

given that itt.general it expresses that demand in period

t depends on variations in relative prices and other econo-

mic factors as uell as demand in the previous period*

However recall that while in that formulation the coef-

ficient of lagged demand represented an estimate of the

1 In fact Balestra assumes that it depends on variations

in population as well* This however does not alter the

essence of the argument.

2 This may be seen by assuming^ for simplicity } that desired

demand in period t is a function of 5
anc ^ rela-

tive prices .
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adjustment speed between actual and desired demand in the

a b o v e f o r r .i u1 a t i o n c r ~ ( 1 - r ) , w h e r e r i s t h e d e o r e c i a t i o r r
b g g

rate of gas appliances . This_,as will be shown later,is

conceptually disturbing, particularly if one does not have

any a priori (exogenous ) information about the average

depreciation rate of the underlying stock of consuming

equipment.

The general conclusion that may be drawn from the previous

discussion is that, given the technological nature between

demand for electricity (D^ ) an;j the underlying stock of

electricity consuming appliances (S ), a distinction bet-

ween demand in the short-run and demand in the long-run

is essential. This distinction should not be made with

reference to time but with respect to changes in tine

factors appearing in the relationships

D. = U,. S,
t t t

where is the average rate of utilisation of S^.

If the economis t had the opportunity to conduct controlled

experiments then keepi ng S. constant he would be able to
1/

observe variations in D^_ and interpret them as due to varia-

tions in U, f the latter beinq the outcome of changes in
t

economic conditions . The economis t in rnodt cases (parti -

cularly those relating to desk research) hardly has this

opportunity- due to financial and temporal cons trai nts.

What he obs erves is the combi ned outcome of changes in

both LJ,and S , which in turn are the outcomes of econoinj.c
t t

decisions,. In tryi ng to analys e demand vari ations with

the help of regres sion techni ques which up to



a point may be considered as the equivalent of laboratory

controlled experi ments f explicit estimates of S, and r

if possible LI,.*,are needed* Lacki ng such informati on in the

case of energy products® demand, general approximations.,

on the basis of more or less heroic assumptions may be made*

A conveni ent assumption for the analysis of short-run

demand is that made by Fisher and Kaysen, about a smooth

exponential grouth of the underl ying (and unknown) consum-

ing sto.cke In subsequent chapters ue uill adopt this

assumption in a very simplistic form and examine its impli-

cations <, Long-run demand uill be seen under the identi-

fication problem mentioned previously and discussed in

some detail in chapter 3.

1 This relates to the crucial ceteris paribus assumption,,



Chapter 3

Formulation of the Relationships

3 »1 1ntroduc11an

The derivation of demand relations hips from time serie

data requires a combination of ideas , methods and concepts

from several different disciplines .

A theoretical formulation of demand relations hips is based

on the theory of consumer demand. This theory resting on

definite assumptions about consumer behaviour, permits

hypothes es to be stated about the factors affecting demand,

such as income and prices and the interrelations hips of

these influences . Nevertheles s it would be possible to

ignore the theory and start with a common-s ense or empi-

rical approach. However in doing so ue would throw away

much useful information about consumers' behaviour that is

contained in the postulates of the theory of consumer de-

mand.

Moreover the needto specify the exact form of the re-

lations hips arises from two major considerations . Firstj

economic theory involves many simplifications and cannot,

therefore, specify the demand relations hips exactly. Se-

cond, in practice, it is difficult to obtain adequate obser

vations, making it necessary to specify the form of the

demand relations hips in terms of available data. Therefore

it is necessary to provide a specific mathematical formu-

lation of the interrelations hips of variables entering
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1
into the equations „ This formulation uili depend upon

common-sense considerations, ease of'computation, and its

simplicity in reflecting the parameters of the theory.

3,2 Model Formulation

Electricity does not yield utility in and of itself,

but rather is desired as an input into other processes

or activities that do yield utility. All these activi-

ties utilise a capital stock of some durability (lamps,

stoves, water heaters etc.), and electricity provides the

energy input. The demand for electricity is thus a de-

rived demand, derived from the demand for the output of

the processes in question. Thus, since durable goods are

involved, the demand for electricity may be seen as ari-

sing from the choice of a utilisation rate of the exist-

ing capital stock.

Therefore it may be postulated that:

Qt = Ut. St ( 1)

where:

Q^. is the total quantity in kilowatt-hours, demanded

by the community during time period t.

U^. is the intensity of use of the existing capital

stock possessed by the community during t, expres-

sed in kilowatt-hours per time period per unit of

1 See Malinvaud, E«, ('197G), p.p. 49-59; Cramer, D.5., ("1971),

pp. 3-9 and Kouts oyiannis ,A.P (1973), pp. 11-16 .
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electricity using appliances.

S, is the total stock of electricity using appliances
" C

possessed by the community during t.

t ~ 1 j T is the total number of time periods in

the historical interval under consideration* I®

At this stage it would be advisable to express the

total stocK of appliances in the community S^ as the pro-

duct of the total number of customers (l\!C), times the ave-

rage stock of appliances held by the "average" customer

e.

( s) j.f that is:
o

S t = (s')t.(NC) t ( 2)

If ue substitute ( 2 ) into ( 1 ) ue gets

Q t = u t.(s')t.(nc) t (3)

The variable "number of customers" refers to individuals

as uell as industrial and commercial establishments.

One might argue here that the use of "population" rather

than "number of customers" could be another alternative

since a simple way to express the total stock of electri-

city appliances in the community could be to multiply

the average stock of appliances possessed by the average

individual by the total number of persons in the com-

munity. However, this is not altogether satisfactory becaus e

in the first place the quantity of electricity consumed

by an industrial establishment is much greater than the

quantity consumed by an individual, so that if the propor-

tion of indus trial establishments in the community is

changing, the use of total population as on explanatory



variable or the formulation of the dependent variable so

as to show consumption per capita, would lead to figures

that would be not only misleadi ng but uould also be inaccurate

in their movement over time. In the second place ârid to the

extent that individuals may be billed twice both as heads

of a household and as owners of a commercial unit , use of

a population variable, either as an explanatory factor

or as a divis or, would lead to unsatisfactory results#

Given the above reasons it seems that the total number of

customers (NC).,. constitutes a more satisfactory variable

than population for the purposes of this investigation.

This point is particularly important in view of the dis-

aggregation of total demand into demand by different

sectors which is proposed below.

Equation ( 3 ) as it stands refers to electricity

demanded by the community as a whole without any reference

to different economic sectors . Thus investigation of

total demand uould imply that different groups of con-

suming units such as private households , industrial units

and commercial customers , react to changes in economic

magnitudes in exactly the same way,which is obviously

a wrong assumption. For example, since for an industrial

unit electricity is mainly a production input, demand

for electricity uould be a function of the output pro-

duced, technology and so on. On the other hand, house-

hold demand for electricity may be affected by changes

in real disposable income, price of electricity, and an index

of the general cost of living and so on. thus ttie first
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step towards a proper investigation of electricity demand

should be an attempt to define different groups of consum-

ing units that are more or less homogeneous. Of course,,

perfect homogeneity cannot be achieved through disaggrega-

tion (unless one has at ones disposal highly disaggrega-

ted data), since there may exist differences in beha-

viour among members of the same group. Nevertheless these

differences may reasonably be expected to be smaller bet-

ween different household units than between, for example,

the average industrial and residential customer. The

available information permits disaggregation of total

electricity demand into the following three categories:

1. Demand by households (Q^ ) referring to demand for

domestic purposes under individual contracts.

2. Commercial demand (Q2 ) referring to demand by

customers engaged in selling, warehousing or

distributing a commodity in some business acti-

vity or in a profession (offices, hotels, stores,

clubs and so on) . The commercial category in-

cludes a residual part of electricity demanded

by agriculture, interdepartmental and govern-

inental use and railroads; and

3. Indus trial demand (CU) referring to demand by

customers engaged in a process which creates

a product.

Therefore the previous equation ( 3) is now defined at a

sectoral level, that is:
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where i~ 1,2,3

'!: household sector

2s commercial sector

3: industrial sector

Given that total demand (Qy) ^ is the sum of individual

(sectoral) demands ue also have?

3

Two problems arise at this stage; The first is the

consideration of the utilis ation rate. In the short-run

consumers may be able to control electricity consumption

by varying tne intensity of use of their existing equip-

ment. Therefore, in the short-run a demand study is

reduced to the examination of the factors influencing

the level of use of the given stock of appliances? in

other words, it is reduced to the replacement of the

unknown rate of utilisation for each sector, (U.)^*

by a set of observable economic variables., variations

in which are assumed to satisfactorily approximate va-

riations in that rate. The second problem relates to

the stock of consuming appliances for each sector. In

the long-run it is probable that customers are able to

modify their stocks in such a way as to affect electri-

city demand significantly. Therefore a long-run

demand study is a study of the factors influencing the

rate of growth of appliances . Unfortunately actual

estimates of this stock do not exist; the problem is
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then to construct a demand equation explicitly containing

a "stock effect" which may be eliminated by appropriate

mathematical manipulations. Thus actual estimates of the

stock of appliances are not necessary»

3«3 Short-run Analysis

3.3.1 Variations in the Rate of Utilisation

Without considering the peculiarities that might arise

when dealing with each particular sector, the rate of uti-

lisation of electricity using appliances may generally be

considered, as a first approximation, as a function of cer-

tain broadly defined determinants. These, following

1
C« Robinson may be classified as:

1. Activity Indicators (i);

2. Substitution Relationships between electricity and

other products or services (R)j

3® Ueather Conditions (U)j and

4. All Other factors that cannot be conveniently quan-

tified, the influence of which is allowed for

by the inclusion of a random variable

Thus in general the rate of utilisation may be expressed

ass

<ui>t = f i

1 * Robinson, C., (1974).

di ) t . (ri) t» (u.)t, 'it
(6)



Nou, as for the substitution relationships (R^.) ,»

these are supposed to be taken into account adequately by

considering variations in the price of electricity (P.)

and variations on the prices of all other remaining pro-

ducts summarised by an appropriate general price index

( K1 i ) t*

As for the climatic conditions ue take the viewx 1 l

that these are particularly important uhen one deals with

quarterly data, since differences in temperature are nor-

mally considerable between different quarters® With an-

nual data, variations tin the rate of utilisation due to

variations in temperature may safely be assumed as negli-

gible. Moreover, a temperature variable due to its na-

ture (purely random variable) may be assumed to be repre-

sented by the error term e.^.

The activity indicators that were selected as most relevant

for each particular sector uill be discussed later.

Thus in the ease of annua], observations the rate of utili-

sation for each sector may in general be expressed as:

= f i (Ji)t» eitJ ( 7 )

Substituting ( 7 ) into ( 4 ) one gets:

( s i) t • ( NC i) t ( 8)

If ue divide both sides of the above equation by (NC.)^j

the number of customers in each sector, ue obtain:
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( q ±) t
f ; ! (1 ; ) t > ( p - ) , , ( p I , ) , , e ,f j . ( 3 ' )
1 5 1 l x u j. t- j,lj x l

(9)

or

f ( [ vt> ( " a - bi t! ( s ' ) .
v l' t

uhich is a demand function defined at a per average custo-

mer level, for all sectors, Furthermore if the function

f. is expressed in an exponential form, then the average

demand per customer of each sector may he expressed as:

(
Vt

(1 ) 3 i ( P ) Q z ( O T ^ ( S ^ . e
U 1 ) t • 1̂ 1 1' t * v* 1' t * 11

1A .

( q2 ) t = B . ( I2 ) ^ . (P2) h . (P I2) ^ . (S2 ' )t . e 2 t

^q3^ t ~ C* ^ 3^ t* ^P2^ t4 ( PI 3^ t' ^ 53 ^t* 93 t j

The only unknown variable in the above relationships is

the stock of equipment held by the average customer in

/*

each sector (S.)^* However, this difficulty^ uhich is due
JL 1/

to data unavailability 3 may be overcome as explained in

the following section.

( 1 0 )

t / \
3.3.2 Elimination of the stock variable ( S ^ ^

Unavailability of stock of equipment data is not a

1
problem in this study only* It characterises most studies

of electricity and energy products demand. In order to

1 See also chapter 2, Introduction, p. 20.
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.overcome this problem Fisher and Kaysen in their study of

'i
electricity demand constructed their own stock series ac-

cording to information mainly supplied by electricity uti-

lity indus tries. However^ as they themselves admit; the

quality of this data ranges "from somewhat below the sub-

lime to a bit above the ridiculous "^.

In their short-run analysis of demand for electricity they

get rid of the stock variable by eliminating it from their

estimating equations . Balestra in his study "The demand

for Natural Gas in the United States "J overcomes this dif-

ficulty in much the same way. Accordingly it is assumed

/t

that in general (S.)^ follows an exponential smooth trend

at a constant rate & s that is:

In period t 5( S i )t
= ^ i ^ o* ^ 1 1 ^

In period t~1:(S^)^. - (S^) Q. e c^ ( 1 2)

/ * \ . . .where (S^)Q stands for the average stock of electrical equip-

ment held by the average customer at the beginning of

the period under investigation. Taking logarithms ^base a)

of both sides of equations (11) and (12) one obtains :

Ln( S i) t = ln( S 1) Q + S t ( 1 3 )

Ln( S i ' t- 1 = ln ' S i ) o + ( 1 4 ^

Subtracting ( 14 ) from (13) one has:

4^1 n(s^) ^. = £ 0 5)

1 Fisher and Kaysen- (1962).

2 Fisher and Kays en, (1962), p„27e

3 Balestra s P. , (1967), pp. 19-21.
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. There is good reason to think that the assumption made ,

above is not very unrealis tic particularly as regards the

residential and commercial sectors,. First, one may reaso-

nably assume that because of a "demonstration effect", the

number of appliances sold is proportional to the number

already in use ano> second,due to an exponential growth in

population or an exponential growth .irtthe number of wired

establishments, the stock would probably tend to grow ex-

ponenti ally, It seems reasonable to adopt the above

procedure and after elimination of the stock variables to

obtain estimates of the parameters of system (1 ;e The

great advantage of such a procedure is that while the esti-

mates will depend on the exponential growth assumption,

>0 -

they will be independent of meas urements of the stock of

appliances . It follows then, that logarithmic transforma-

tion of the behavioural equations of system (l ) leads to:

i z ' K

L n( q1 ) t= i n A + a i l n ( I ' ] ) t + a2l n^P1 ^ t + a3l r ,^P I1 ^ t 4 l n^S1 ^ t + e l t

Ln( q?) t=l nB + b/] ln(l2)t + b 2ln( P 2) t + b^ln(PI2)j. + ln( S 2) t + e^^

ln( q3)t=lnc + c,jln(l3)t + c 2l n( p 3) t + c 3ln( pi 3) t + ln( s 3) t + e 3t

In period (t -1) the following relations hips hold:

L n ( q1 ) t„ 1
: =lnA + a 1

ln ( I
l ) t- 1 +a 2 Jn ^ P1 ^ t- 1 +a 3 ln ^ PI 1 ^ t- 1 +ln ^ S 1 ^ t- 1 +B 1 1

c3 ')^ ln( q2) t__ 1=l nb+b 1ln( l2) t-1 +b 2ln( p2) t_/| +b 3ln(pi 2)t_ 1+l n( s 2) t^ 1+e 2t

LnCq- )̂t-1 = l n C+ c 1 l n( l 3 ) t-1 i +b 2l n(P 3) t„ i +c 3 ln ( PI 3 )t- 1 +ln ^ S3 %; t- 1 +e 3t

Subtracting the corres ponding elements of ( 3 ) and ( 2 )

the following system is obtained:
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v 1 I x.

\Srj •« H{ Cj9)
j 'Z 0
(f

| *41n \qj ;

a A In( 1 1) t -1-a 2 4 1n( P,) t + a ^ 1n( P I

b^ l n( L) , + b .1r.( P ^ + b,,£1n(PI,
i /. c \J Ji

"c4 1 n(Ir,)^ -J-c A1 n(P7), + c^ l n( PI ~i o /„ vj u j) jj

j-a11x/c ^ •
t ' —l!-vsn>_t r

t + /U.n( 5 2 )f *

t ' n^ 3) t "

5 ubgt tuti0 n of

leads tc:

in (s:)t
' 1.

k \/ n"f-< irillCi1
' U u u a. f ror caua r,icn ' 15)\.jy

C
! v f- 1 r-i .

al n( qi ) t= d 1 + or(3ln(l,)t + a 2&l n( p 1) t + a 3al n( pi 1) t + v n

d 2 b 1Al n( l 2) t +. b 2Al n( P 2) t + b^ l n( PI , ) ; + v 2t

O.̂ + c1Aln( I;j)t + c 2A] n( P 3) t + c3Aln( PI 3 ) t + v„ t

at n iq2 )t

Aln( q„) ,
j "c

Thes e are (system b) the equations to be estimated for

each particular sector in the short-run.

3«4 The Long-run Analysis

Uhile electricity is a peris hable product its demand

due to technological reasons is strictly associated, and

to a great extent governed by, the existence of electrici-

ty using appliances .

Thus short-run variations in quantity demanded are ex-

plained in terms of variations in the rate at uhich the

appliances are utilised. Jn the long-run the rate of

utilis ation is of secondary importance and therefore

1 \Jhere the u\^ represents co<npoaiie e.<:rorterms f equal

to the difference of the corres ponding error terms .In

the original equations {?*) and



the demand for electricity is essentially the demand for

the stock o i electricity us1ng appj.xances» Here one may

distinguish two different approaches: triefirst approach

which may be called the direct approach, involves a stu-

dy of the factors that are.likely to influence demand

variations in electricity consuming appliances and it

has been followed by Fisher and Kaysen 0 There isjhowever

a considerable problem associated with the direct approach

and this is the question of data availability which in

the case of Greece is particularly acute as it was poin-

ted out earlier (page 53 ). The second approach, which

may be called the indirect approach, overcomes the problem

of stock data requirements and it is developed in what

follows.

The stock of electricity using applian-

ces is explicitly introduced into the demand equation and

it is eliminated by appropriate mathematical manipulations

based on reasonable assumptions. One of the interesting

features of this approach is that it is "logically con-

sistent and has the great advantage of simplicity" .

The common characteristic of demand models for pro-

ducts such as electricity^which because cf their nature

are strictly associated with durables^ is the underlying

assumption of the existence of the "stock adjustment me-

chanism" . Adoption of such an assumption renders the mo-

del dynamic and thus the models so constructed are known

1 Balestra. P. , (1967), pp* 44-52



as dynamic modelso It should be pointed out that a desire

of some economists and econometricians to escape from the boun-

daries of the traditional demand theory and dynamise it

was first attempted through the incorporation of a time

trend factor into the demand equation„ This is the posi-

tion initially taken by Stone . However, it is generally

accepted now that such a treatment is not very satisfacto-

ry, Thus dynamisation of models has been attempted throu-

gh formulation based on assumptions of lagged reactions

and so on, The approach adopted in this uork has its

roots in a study by Houthakker and Taylor, who assume

that the demand for a product,apart from relative prices

and income^ is a function of the existing level of the

relevant stock,. In the case of non-durables this is a

rather psychological concept due to the "habit formation" ,

The elimination, of stock from the demand equation takes

place after suitable manipulations^ so demand is explained

uniquely by reference to price and income together with

lagged values of the dependent variableso

The choice of a form for the demand equation to be

estimated must take into consideration the distinction

between customers who, because of the costs involved

when altering their stock of appliances and equipment

choice, stay locked into particular patterns of energy

1 Stone, R«y (1954)«
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use and those willinq to make major changes in the!r

stock.. Customers in the locked-in category are likely

to be sensitive to changes in their economic environ-

ment. A relatively low variable - to - fixed cost ratio

for most types of electricity using devices makes the

locked-in demand for electricity nearly, if not

totally, unresponsive to changes in income and electri-

city prices . By contras t, electricity demand may

significantly affected by the final choice cf those cus-

tomers who are at the decision making stage regarding

the kind of equipment to be purchased C0*-^ con-

suming, electricity consuming and so on) . For this

category fixed as well as running costs of different

equipment satisfying the same need may be of importance.

From this point of view increas es in electricity demand

may be seen as reflecting additions to the already exis-

ting stock of electricity consuming equipment the latter

reflecting the influence of variations in relative pri-

ces and income.

The basic idea which underlies the long-run demand

model is the consideration of demand that has its roots

in the flexible market of electricity, that is the in-

cremental or flexible electricity demand (inclus ive of

replacement) . This idea uhich has been put forward

by Balestra leads to the formulation of a dynamic demand

model the main stages of which are the following:

Let us consider the quantities (Q^)^ anci

which repres ent the total quantities of electricity
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demanded by each sector in period h and (t-1 ) respectively.

Ihe increment in total electricity demanded by

each sector is given by:

a( q. ) t = ( q i ) t - ^qi ^ 1 {
-
1 6''

The quantitiy ACQ.,j,u represents the change in total

electricity demanded by sector i between period t and (t-l)

but it does not express the total "flexible" demand for

electricity by that sector,

Ifjfor example, the total stock of electricity consuming

appliances possessed by sector i during period (t-1 ) is

represented by (S. ) f * and if"(U. )f ..denotes the average
1 c— i j. l*®i

rate of appliance utilisation during (t-1 ) then:

("i't-i = <ui>t-i- (s i>t-i ( 1 7 )

Similarly in period t ue uill have:

(Qi) t = ( U i) t. ( Si ) t (10)

Assuming that the utilisation rate (LK) remains more or

less constant over time that is:

(u. )1 = (U. ) 2 = (U. ) 3 = = (u. )t = ( U A )

ue have:

^ i ^t-1 = ^Ui^° ^ Si ^t-1

and ^Qi^ t = ^ Ui^ ' (^i)t ( 2 ° )

From the above tuo equations it may be easily seen that

incremental denand A( Q.)t could be considered to coincide

uith flexible demand call it (Q. )*
1 t

only if there uas no

scrapping of the underlying consuming appliances at any

period. This houever is totally unrealistic. Appliances



da de IorJ.orate and some of r.he?rrare yerappod during each

period.. If ua denote this unknoun sorapping rate by f

then if ^ si) t-'i i:'~iG total stack in period (t-1) , only

( 1 - ^ ) . (S i ) t _ 1 ( 2 1)

Dill continue to be used one period (year) later. If on

the other hand^ue denote by the neu appliances pur-

chased (replacement plus net additions to the remaining

stock) during period t, the stock of appliances during t

uill be equal to:

( S i ) t = ( l - J l ) . (S. ) t „ 1 + (K .) t ( 2 2 )

Multiplying both sides of (22) by the (assumed constant)

average rate of utilisation of appliances we obtain:

( u i) . ( Si ) t = (l--\ )'(SiV1-( U^ 4( Ui). ( K. )t ( 23)

which may be uritten as:

( Q i ) t = ( 1 -^) . ( Q i) t_ 1 + (IK) . (Ki)(. ( 24)

The term (U. ). (K.), as representing demand arising from
JL JL L»

neuly purchased appliances^ is uhat was previously called

flexible demand* Denoting this be the above equation

(24) , takes the form:

(Qi ) t = ( Q ^ + ( l - - \ ) . (Qi ) t _1 ( 2 5)

uhich simply states that demand in period t is the sum of

flexible demand and the demand arising from the remaining

•h*
period (t-1 ) appliances. Note that (Q^)^. is different

from A(Q.),_. This may be seen by expressing (25) as:
JL

(Qi) t = (Qi) t + ( Ii)t-1 ( 2 R)
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or

or

= ( Q i > t " + S , i - < 2 7 >

(qi) * =a ( qi) t
+ ^ i- ( 2 8 )

(Q^) ^. may be assumed to be a function of an appropriate

activity indicator, s ubs titution rel ations hips and s o on.

Hence if

^ Q i ^ t = f i ^ I i ^ t» ^ R i^ tj

then equation ( 2 5 ) becomes :

( Q i ^ t = f i [ ^ i ^ t' ( R Pt j + ( Q i ^ t- 1 ( 3 0 )

Thi s equation ( after s pecification of the form of the

function f^ and the variables to be included in i t) is

ready for s tatis tical es timation.

I n es s ence the above rel ati ons hip indicates that

variations in el ectrici ty demand are pos s ibl e only to
a

the extent to uhich the s tructure of rel ative prices and

i ncome affects the demand for neu el ectri city cons uming

appliances ( incl us ive of replacement) . Exis ting demand

i s not s ens itive to price or income changes ( recall that

tJhe utilis ation rate has been as s umed cons tant. Without

s uch an as s umption given unavail abil ity of data relating

to the exis ting s tock of appliances no further progres s

could be made) .

The above es ti mating equation houever, i s cons is tent

uith a totally different interpretation, namely that

total demand i n period t jls s ens itive to changes i n

the economic environment. This may be s houn if i t i s



assumed that demand may be analysed on the basis of a

"flow adjustment model" , Accordingly it is hypothesi-

sed that desired demand in period t, (Q. )^, is a function

of (I.), and (R.), that is:
i t i t

(Q •) d = f.
v 1't 1 <Ri>t (31 )

It is also assumed that the adjustment of actual demand

<°i>t to desired demand (Q..)^ is not immediate but spread
'i't

over time according to the following relationship

(QA ( Qj t-I = Pi (Qi)dt - (Qi) t-1
L

(32)

where p. denotes the adjustment, coefficient for each sector

Substituting (31 ) into (32) we get

P(Q±)t -

or

f.
l

p. f.
k i i

di ) t , ( r, ) t

( 1
i ) f ( r ih.

(qj)
i t~1

-Pi- ( Q i) t_ 1

(33)

(34)

o r

( Q i) t p.. f.
* i I di ) t . ( ri) t + (1-p. ). (Qj^) (35)

A comparison of equations (30 ) and (35) reveals

that the same estimating eguation supports two guite

different models which cannot without other information

be identified.

The flexible demand model assumes that existing

demand is not influenced by variations in economic fac-

tors. In such a model only new demand and replacement

demand are likely to be sensitive to economic variables.

The flow adjustment type of model assumes that all de-

mand is sensitive to changes .in economic variables.



r.his ambiguity is clearly undesirable and an a priori an-

swer cannot be given. The only thing that may be said is

that in the flexible demand model the coefficient of the

lagged dependent variable constitutes an estimate of the

depreciation rate of the appliances stock, while in the

flow adjustment model it constitutes an estimate of the

speed with which actual demand adjusts to desired de-

mand. The magnitude of this coefficient is likely to

give an indication as to what it represents given the

assumptions underlying the two models .

Up to this point the models to be estimated have

been discussed in a very general uay. Thus the influen-

cing factors have been broadly specified as activity

indicators , substitution relations hips and so on. A de-

tailed analys is of the precise variables to be included

in the electricity demand equations ^as well as the esti-

mation of the models developed here, are taken up in the

following chapter.
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Chanter *

Estimation of t.he i'nlationahi.ps fun"!nation nf the Besul frs

and Conclus ions^

4® 1 Introduction - The Tden tif1cation ProbIem

Having developed the models to be estimated in very

general terms, the next stage is the derivation of nume-

rical estimates of the coefficients of these models.

Hcuever, up to now the analys is has been carried out on

the implicit assumption that uhat ue are trying to con-

struct are the demand curves' relating to the household,

commercial and industrial sectors . The data that ub are

going to use for the statistical estimation though, re-

fer to quantities sold and corresponding prices , or in

other uords_>they consist of points of equilibrium between

the demand and supply relations hips. Our data refer to

different time periods and consequently they must be con-

sidered as the outcome of shifting demand and supply

schedules . But then, as H. Schultz has put it: "Is it

possible to deduce statistically the theoretical demand

(or supply) curve when ue kr.ou only the coordinates of

the points of intersection of the theoretical (unknown)

demand curve uith the theoretical (unknoun) supply curve

1 Schultz , Hej) (1938), p.p. 72-73.



at different points of time?". An answer to'this quesr

tion is given by Haavelmo 1* He suggests that estima-

tion should be carried out on the basis of a complete

system of equations including both a demand and a supply

function. R. Stone , analysing the problem of ^identi-

fication at a theoretical levelspoints out that even

for the purpos e of studying single relationships, the

need of constructing complete and identified systems is

important. Moreover, despite that he estimates his demand

function by single equation methods 0

The electricity market can be argued to be one of the

situations where use of single equation estimation me-

thods is permitted. Two main reasons may be advanced

in support of this argument:

3
1. Instj.tutlonal Characteristics

Equilibrium in a competitive market is reached

after confronting all demands with all supplies . Sales

of a product are all concluded at the same price which

must be exactly the price which leaves neither unsatis-

fied demand nor surplus supply. In such a simple model

there are only endogenous variables. Thus specifica-

tion of the demand and supply functions is sufficient

1 Haavelmo, T., (1943).

2 Stone s R., (1954), pp. 244-249.

3 See also Cramer, J.S., (1969), p. 213.



CO-detcrmina completely the equilibrium values of the

D'j3ntiY.ies namandeh, sup; ?.ied as well as the equili-*

or:iunr.pr ic3 «

Ins situation in the f*ien trinity market is different.

fh& pr5.ce at Uih5.cn cons'.•<;rs buy 'the gushti ties desired

is not the outcome of the simultaneous interaction of supply and

demand* Ir rather reflec- : decisions taken by the

authori ties (the Government and a Board of Directors ),

bar.od on the view that electricity is a public utility®

Thus exogenous regulation of electricity price permits

the conclus ion that it would be reali stic to consider

it as an exogenous variable determined outside of a

demand and supply system. Hence ; considering the price

variable "as given" in the demand equation our estimates

are unli kely to be distorted serious ly.

1
2• Supply Conditions

For short periods of time the supply of electrici-

ty to residential and commercial customers may approxi-

mately be considered as perfectly elastic.. This is due

to the fact that the major indus trial customers after an

agreement uith the PPC are supplied uith electricity

through different networks . In this way supply to the

residential and commercial customers is not interrupted.

On the other hand stati ons generating electricity are

constructed with the purpos e in mind of satis fyi ng not only

1 . See also chapter 1? pp. 5 - 12.



immediate but also future consumption. fxcess capacity

is generated in the expansion process of a heavily capi-

talized industry such as the electricity industry.

The following table shows the different levels of capa-

city and production of electricity in Greece for the

years 1969 - 1974.

TABLE 4.1

Year Capacity
.in CUH

Production
in GUM

Utilisation
of capacity

$/°

1969 20,051.6 B,158 , 40.7

1970 21,856.2 9,198 . 42.7

1971 23,520.6 10,979 46.7

1972 25,027.3 12,201 48.B

1973 30,160.7 13,742 45.6

1974 33,244.2 13,908 41.8

Sources : "Annual Report and Balance Sheet" for the years

1971, table 4, p. 101 and 1975, table 3, p. 99.

PPC Publications , Department of Organisation,

Divis ion of Statis tics.

The above considerations lead to the conclusion

that the supply of electricity to residential and com-

mercial customers may safely be regarded as perfectly

elastic for short time periods , thus justifying the use



of a single equation method for the derivation of price

and income elasticities. The situation is similar for

the industrial sector given that the major industrial

consumers of electricity aro supplied on the basis of

prices that are agreed between them and the electricity

authorities in advance.

4•2 Short-run Demand for Eloctricltys Repression jsstimates

The results for the individual sectors are presen-

ted belou in tables 4,2 to.4.9. The ordinary least

squares method (OLS ) uas used for the derivation of these

results on the basis of 15 annual observations for each

sector covering the period 1961 - 1975. Nevertheless^in

accordance uith the models formulated, before any attempt

touards the presentation of those results is made, the

variables to be included in the demand equations are dis-

1
cussed in some detail. In the short-run, the analysis

concentrates on those factors that are likely to influence

variations in the rate of utilisation of the existing

capital stock.

Tor the residential sector the price of electricity,

the prices of all other products or services in the form

of a consumer price index and disposable income (or con-

sumer expenditure) usre selected as explanatory factors .

1 See chapter 3, pages 51-56.



The justification of using consumers expenditure as an

alternative to the more conventional disposable income

may be based on the permanent income hypothesis of

Friedman. According to this hypothesis expenditures are

determined by permanent rather than transitory income«>

Tl'iusgiven that the income level recorded in a particu-

lar time period may uell be distorted by transitory com-

ponents y total expenditure is likely to be a better ex-

planatory variable in demand studies^ since it may ref-

lect changes in permanent income rather than disposable

income,. Nevertheles s the previous argument may easily

be reversed if one accepts that total expenditure fi-

gures are also likely to be distorted by transitory com-

ponents since they depend considerably on the actual

timing of the purchase of expensive durable goods* If

for example a family bought an expensive durable commodi-

ty during a certain period then its total expenditure

as a proxy variable for permanent income uill certainly

overs tate the level of the latter. From this point of

vieu actual disposable income figures may seen a better

indicator of permanent income. Uhich of the two variable

constitutes a better approximation is a rather empirical

question. The only thing that may be said is that use

of expenditure figures is likely to introduce more varia-

tion in the relevant series and thus reduce the tendency

of the variables included to move together over time.

The price of electricity is considered to be the

second major determinant of the variations in electricity



demand m the short-run e Fhc question arising here is

which price variable is the most suitable fur the ana-

lys is sines the consumer of electricity does not face a

single price, but rather a price schedule, since ele-

ctric i ty is purchased in blocks at a decreas ing margi-

nal price. As Houthakker has pointed out, the presen-

ce of a price schedule has important implications for

the equilibrium of the consumer and therefore for the

demand function itself. Use of the marginal price only

in the demand equation conveys part of the information

required, because a single marginal price governs

the behaviour uf the consumer while he is in a certain

block, but it does not determine why he consumes in

that block as opposed to some other block.

If on the other hand only an ex post average price is

used, this may lead to problems of simultaneity and

identification since the existence of a price schedule

uith decreas ing block tariffs means that the consumer

faces a downward sloping J supply schedule, defined uith

respect to the expos t average price. Equilibrium then

occurs at the price and quantity where demand and sup-

ply are equal. The above considerations imply that the

best procedure would be to include both a marginal and

an average price as explanatory variables in the demand

'.V&toEs,

1 See Houthakker,(1951). s ™



equation. In this case the marginal price would refer

to the last block consumed, while the average price

would refer to the average price per kwh of the electri

city consumed up to ? but not including citefinal block-

In this study marginal prices are not used. This is

due mainly to the unavailability of information rela-

ting to the price prevailing at different blocks * More-

over^ given that price is an exogenous factor in the

decision making process,(since it is not the outcome of

interaction between demand and supply forces in the

electricity market, but is regulated by a Board of

Directors and of Government authorities ) the use of

only an average price variable in the demand equation

is permissible. In other words, it is assumed that

customers observe and react to changes of only one price

that is the average price of electricity.

The third variable which has been used as an ex-

planatory factor in the short-run residential demand

function was an overall consumers price index represen-

ting the movements of price of all ether commodities .

It should be noted that this general price index is

partly affected by variations in electricity price

itself. Nevertheless the error introduced because of

this is very small. In contras t with the vast majori-

ty of empirical investigations of demand where it is

customary to carry out the analysis in terms of real

income and real prices , in this study the relevant

equations have been estimated with the variables
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defined in currem t terms as well. Deflation of economic

variables by an overall price index would imply that,

inflationary or deflationary pressures have no influence

on the behaviour of the consumer. In other words the

consumer does not suffer from "money illusion". How-

ever this is an assumption and as such it has to be

investigated and should not be imposed on the relations hips

formulated, Deaton and Brown in a critical survey on

applied demand analysis sugges t that';

"This absence of money illusion is an attractive

property for a demand function to possess;

nevertheless it may not be true. Consumers may

suffer from money illusion and it could be

argued that it is part of the task of demand

analys is to discover whether or not it exists

rather than to use as a starting point a model

which precludes it" ,

The factors that were identified as more relevant

explanatory variables in the commercial and industrial

demand functions were:

i* Gross Domestic Product and an Index of Industrial Pro-

duction as the appropriate activity indicators respe-

ctively®

ii. The average price of electricity charged to commercial

and industrial customers ; and

i Brown. A, ? a m i Deaton. A», (1973)* p. 184„



iii. The Wholesale Price Index was used either as a se-

parata variable or as a deflator to convert the values

of activity indicators into constant terms.

Before ue proceed with the presentation of the re

suits j, some general remarks relating to the short-run

formulations are necessary. First, it must be noted th

despite the likely importance of the prices of substi-

tutes and complements of electricity, it would be wrong

to include them in the formulated short-run demand func

tions,. The argument may be established as follows :

Consider for example electricity demand in the housohol

sector. At any period this may be defined as:

R 1t U 11• S 110 'J C 1 1

where,as previously; represents total electricity co.

/

sumed, NC,, the number of residential customers , 3., th
it r 11

number of appliances held by the average residential

customer and U^ . the average rate of utilisation of

these appliances during period t. After dividing both

sides by NC.^ the above equation becomes:

t '

— — = u u- s n
nc u

Now had we had all the desirable information at our

disposal it would be appropriate to express the un-

known U a. and s ' as functions of the corresponding
it it

prices of appliances , income, credit availability, the

price of electricity and so on.

If on the other hand we had information relating to the

number of appliances held by the average customer for
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all the periods under investigation it would be false to

include both the relevant stock figures and the prices

of appliances or the prices of competing products . This

is simply because inclusion of a stock variable would

repres ent the net effect of the influence of these factors

over the years. Hence the fact that UP formulated the

short-run demand functions in such a way as to eliminate

the influence of the stock (the autonomous rate of growth

of which is now represented by the constant term of the

short-run demand functions ) is equivalent to eliminating

the influence on stock of the prices of electricity using

appliances and so on. It should be noted however, that

although such a transformation is mathematically conve-

nient. a great deal depends on the validity of the assump-

tion made regarding the growth rate of the appliances .

If the smooth exponential growth assumption is invalid

the results reported will accordingly be affected.

Nevertheles s,given the unavailability of relevant stock

data one has to rely upon the most appropriate and con-

venient assumptions .

The dependent variables as well as the activity indica-

tors appearing as explanatory factors on the left-hand

side of each equation are expressed on a per customer

basis, with the exception of the index of indus trial

production, in accordance with the theoretical models

developed in chapter 3. Firs t differencing reduced the

number of observations to 14e



The estimates of price and "income" elasticities for the

individual sectors are presented below in tables 4.2 to

4.9*

4.2.1 Shorterun_Resident1 al Electricity Demand; 1961-1975

Table 4.2

equation 1: Alnq + a^ln(lvlIPC) + a^Aln( RMP)

Explanatory Variables

1. Constant term

2. Current Disposable
Income per customer

(FIIPC)

3. Money Price of
Electricity

(RMP)

Parameter

S

Estimates- Elasticities

Do0336 (5,918)1

0.539 (6.594)

- 0.505 (7.54 9)

R'

D-U statistic

r between independent variables

r 2

(MIPC) ,(RHP)

: .860

s2.178

: .263

1 The numbers in brackets repres ent the estimated t-values



Equation 2: «&lnq„.= + a 41n(RI/C ) + a,.Aln(RRP) + u^
C. I

Explanatory Variables

!

Parameter Estimates- Elasticities

1* Constant term

2. Real Disposable
Income per customer

(RI /C)

3* Rea1 price of
Electric!ty

(RRP)

s
1

a 1

8 2

i

0 . 0 3 4 ( 4 . 2 2 5 ) 1

0 * 6 0 2 ( 4 c 5 6 4 )

,

- 0 , 5 1 6 ( 3 , 1 7 9 )

i
i

R 2 •r
1

. 8 5 6

D-U statis tic : 2 . 2 0 7
2

r between independent variable's
2

T •• .289
(RI/C),(RRP )

1 The numbers in brackets repres ent the estimated t-va.lues
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Table 4,4

Equation 3: Alnq„ = + a/,Aln(CE/C + a Aln( RMP) + u

Explanatory Variables Parameter
j

Estimates- Elasticities Ii

1o Constant term

2. Current Consumer
Expenditure per
cus tomer

(CE/ C)

3. Honey Price of
Electricity

(RMP)

<r
a

A1

B1

3 2

0.037 (5. 56 9)'

0.580 ( 5, 18 9)
i
>

{
!

- 0.799 (6.573) ;

!
i

R 2 : .796

D-Listatistic : 2.491
2r betueen independent variables

r 2 : .569
(CE/ C),(RNP)

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-values
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Tab.1G 4»5

cEquation 4: Alnq^ = o + a„^in(RC/'C
i

) aM n
2

(RRP)

' "t

+ u

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimcrtes- E1asticities j

i

1. Constant term C
f>1

0 «022 (2.
1 \

n r\ \ 1D i d ; s
j

2. Real Consumer
Expenditure per
custorner

(RE/ C)

a1
0.463 (2o

f

013) !
f t
I

i
I

3, Real Price of
Electricity

(RRP)
a 2

- 0 . 8 1 1 (3 ,943)

I

R 2 • •696

D-U statistic : 2 o299
2r between independent variables

2
r
(RE/ C),(RRP)

e• ,063

1 The numbers in brackets reoresent the estimated t-values.
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4.2.2 5ho rt.-rijn Comme~cial Electricity Demand: 1961-1975

Table 4.6

Equation 5: ^>lnq7 = + b,.Aln(GP/ C) -i-b?Aln(CFIP) + u ?

Explanatory 1/aris b1es Parameter Estimates-- Elasticities

1o Constant term

2. Current Cross
Domestic Product
per customer

(GP/ C)

CM

T
-

U
s

.

0.021 (2.032) 1

0.769 (2.73B)

3 o Money Price of
Electricity

(CMP)

CM
JD

- 0.752 (3, 506)

R 2 •
• .54 3

D-U statistic •
• 2.143

2
r' between independent variables

r 2

(GP/C),(CMP)

• .288

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-v/alues
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Tahlp 4.7

Equation 6: «^lnq^ = l-b,61n(RG/C) + b0£Ln(RCP) + u 0
i Z /-

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates-Elasticj ties

'!o Constant term

2. Real Cross Domestic
Product per customer

(RC/ C)

3. Real Price of
Electricity

(RCP)

$
2

b1

b 2

0.011 (2.615) 1

0.519 (1.800)

- 0,977 (3. 525)

R 2 4k
• . 591

D~U statistic « 2.152

r 2 between independent variables
2

r •
• .0003

(RC/C),(RCP)

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-values.



4.2»3 Short-run Industrial Electricity Demand« 1961-1975

Tah3.« 4 c3

Equation 7: ^l nq^ = S" + c1 M n(11P ; + c0Aln(RIP) + u^

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates-Elasticities

1. Constant term 6
3

0.117 (2.410)1

2. Index of Industrial
Production

(IIP)
ci

0,974 (2.878)

3. Real Price of
Electricity

(RI P)
c 2 . - 1.151 (1.096)

R 2 •
• •434

D-U statis tic : 1 •709
2

r between independent variables

r 2 :
(IIP),(RIP)

•510

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-values.
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Table 4«9

Equation 0: <^lnqv ~ + c .ain(IIP) + c„Aln(RP3) + u,
1 <J

Explanatory Variables Pararneter Estirnates-Elasticities

1. Constant term S'
3

0.181 (2.882)1

2* Index of Industrial
P roductjon

( up)
C1

1.855 (2.858)

3, Real Relative Price
of E1ectricity

(RP 3)

°2 - 0,979 (1.908)

R 2 •
r .528

D-U statis tic : 1.994
2

r botueen Independent variables
2

r
(IIP),(RP3 )

•
« .002

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-values.



Fhe evaluation of the estirnatosderived was made on

the basis of certain generally accepted criteria which

are briefly outlined belouts

a • £sononic ^Critp.r:!.a7 These relate to the sign and the

size of the estimates of the demand parameters® The

theory of consumer demand dictates that on a priori

grounds one should expect a negative relationship bet-

ueen variations in the price of a commodity and its

quantity demanded and a positive relations hip between

the latter and variations in income. In selecting the

set of estimated equations to be presented the procedu-

re of dropping a variable if its sign contradicted

a priori expectations was adopted.

Statis tical Criteria; Given the theory it may be

deduced that a certain set of events will occur in a

particular way. This constitutes a hypothesis which may

be tested by comparison with observed facts . Statis ti-

cal methodology is concerned with an appropriate test

of the statistical hypothes is. This test is based on

a comparis on of the observed facts with those expected

on the basis of repeated random sampling from a spe-

cified population. The problems arising from this

comparis on fall onto two clas ses First, those concer-

ning the tests of whether or not. the observations pro-

vide any evidence of the relationship assumed. This is

done by dividing a measure of dispersion of the depen-



dent: variable into two parts: "explained" and "un-

explained* variation. Explained variation is asso-

ciated with the influence of the determining varia-

bles, uhile unexplained variation cannot be so asso-

ciated * If the ratio of explained variation to un-

explained variation,(in other words if the value of

the correlation coefficient} is highlythen the null

hypothes is, that there is no evidence of relations hip,

is defeated and the observations are considered to pro-

vide evidence of the relationship assumed®

The second problem appears when a test is made of

whether there is evidence of any significant influence

of one of the determining variables in the relation-

ship. This may be done by comparing the regression

coefficient, showing the influence of the variable

in question on the dependent variable, with its stan-

dard error of estimate.

c* Econometric Criteria: These relate mainly to the

foJlowing two problems :

i• Autocorrelat.ion: The problem which autocorrelation

introduces concerns the variance of the estimators.

Specifically, if there is autocorrelation the formulae

used for the derivation of the variances of the esti-

mators do not hold. Using these formulae, false t-

ratios are generated which render invalidity to the

tests of hypotheses about the values of the parameter

estimates* of the model used« As a result, one might
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accept; as statistically significant an estimated va-

lue for a parameter which in fact is not significantly

different rmm zero. Checks for autocorrelation uere

performed on the basis of the Durtain-Uatson d-stati-

stic® Lou values of the d-statistic indicate the

existence of positive autocorrelation, while large ones

sugges t that negative autocorrelation exists. In our

case the critical values of the d-statis.tic (5% level)

for two explanatory factors were? d^= 0.95 and d = 1,54 ,

ii. Ru11jcol1inearity: This problem arises when the

explanatory variables tend to be highly correlated,

something which has serious implications for the re-

liability of the estimates of demand parameters. Given

however that it is mainly the degree of multicollineari-

ty which may or may not prove to be disturbing in the

particular case at hand, and that there is no gene-

rally accepted test for multicollinearity, in evaluating

the reliability of our estimates we have adopted a

2
simple rule proposed by Klein" who believes that multi-

collinearity becomes a problem only if it is high re-

lative to the overall degree of multiple correlation,

1 The tables start from the theoretical values of d^ and

d^ when the number of available observations is egual

to 15, These values were assumed to be applicable in

our case where the number of observations^ after taking

first differences reduced to 14.

2 Klein, L »R., (1962) , pp. 64 and 101,



that is if:

r 2 > R 2
X.X .
1 J

where r^ is the simple correlation between any twoX »X'
• , 1 j 2
independent, variables and R is the multiple correlation

coefficient.

4„4 SJhori.~runDemand for E3ectricityt Evaluation nf_tho

Es11 ma_t_es_^

Consideration of the estimates of. the short-run ele-

ctricity demand by the residential sector shows that

all coefficients exhibit the correct sign on a priori

groundso They shew an inverse'relationship between va-

riations in the price of electricity, whether expressed

in current prices or in constant (1970) prices. They

also sugges t that residential demand on the average ap-

pears to be price inelas tic. This is in accordance with

a priori expectations if one considers that in a deve-

loping country like Greece electricity satisfies mora or

less basic needs such as heating, lighting* cooking and

so on, The latter consideration seems to be supported

by the elasticities of the activity indicators (dis -

posable income and expenditure per customer) tried as

explanatory variables in the residential sector, which

are well below unity. All price and income elasticities

are statistically significant at a 5% level of signi-

ficance whether a one - tail or a two - tail test is
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i<.?•ed '5 (tha cri ti.ca3. va1tjt.-sfnv the t~atatis tic for 11

degrees or ?•readero are *1«Cand 2.2 for the one - tail

a11d i:uo - tail tests rer>i>.ciiva1y)•

Anoihe r in ter9s1:ing poj.nt in that the e3.ast i.eit.1es do•-

rived show a remarkable sim.iIaritv uhe ther the varia-

ble's sro exprassed in current terns or in constant terms»

This may by taken to imply that the influence of a.1.1

other prices^ ss summaris en 5n the form of a general

price index may be rather ueak. Indeed, uhen this variable

uas introduced as a separate nxplonatory factor in the

demand equation of tables 4,2 and 4,4 , the value of

o
R' remained the same (0.8n) and the coefficient of the

"general price level" (CPl ) variable uas statistically

insignificant ( See Appendix 2, table 1). Nevertheles s,

1 In most econometric applications the one - tail test

is applicable uhen one examines the statistical signi-

ficance of the coefficient of a variable whos e quali-

tative influence is known a priori. Desai, for example

testing the significance of an income coefficient

points out: " If uo had used this information (that

the true value of the income coefficient should be not

only zero but positive) ue would see that our tent

should be a one - tail test, which as a rule is the

case iri econometrics" . Sea Dea'ai, M. 9 (1976) , pp. 61-62.



given that the equations whose explanatory for;tors v'sre

c>•;p rks5 d in 55rea1,r torins ( tabies (•,3 and 4.5) are theo-

ro11ca.11y mare accepfcab1o3 they my h<?conaitf*red a

suporior to ths ones exprussad in cjrrent termr>«

Consideration nou of the reliability of the estimates of"

the selected equations in tables 4,3 and 4. 5, from the

point of view of econometric problems, sugrjests that

autocorrelation ana nsultieollinoaricy are not significant.

While the Durbin- Uats on statis tic is in the neighbour--

hood of 2, • . the cor-

relation coefficient between the explanatory factors

are remarkably lou (0.26 9 between real price of electri-

city and real disposable income per customer and C.U6'J;

between real price and real expenditure per customer) .

The very lou value of the latter implies that the expen-

diture series exhibits much more variation than the

disposable income per customer series. However, compa-

ring the explanatory power of these two equations as

inoicated by the value of the coefficient of determina-

tion it may be said that equation 2 (table 4.3) appears

to be slightly superior. On the assumption' that the

coefficients of the latter constitute accurate estima-

tes of the population parameters_,the conclusion would

emerge that on the average an increase in the real price

of electricity by 1% would cause a decreas e in the

quantity of electricity per customer by almost a half per-

cent. The quantitative impact of variations in dispo-

sable income par customer appears to be slightly stronger
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(around 0 e6$).

Ihs constant term constitutes an estimate of the

autonomous average rate of growth of the (unknown} stock

oi electricity using appliances and indicates that the lat-

ter grew by 3.5% per year over the period under consi-

deration. Although we have no means to test this indi-

cation intuitively it would not seem totally unrealistic.

The elasticities of the short-run commercial

demand tabulated in tables 4.6 and 4.7 as in the case

of residential demand are satisfactory both from the

point of view of signs expected and of their statistical

significance. Again the wholesale price index perforins

better if 'used as a deflator rather than as a separate

variable in the equation expressed in current, terms

(see Appendix 2, table 2)« As table 4.7 shows, commercial

electricity demand appears to be fairly insensitive to

changes in real Gross Domes tic Product per customer since

it implies that a 1% change in GDP is associated on ave-

rage with an almost half percent .increase in electricity

demanded. The influence of electricity price however

is markedly more important than in the residential sector.

Its magnitude is almost equal to unity implying equipro-

portionate changes between price and quantity.

Turning now to the industrial sector,it may be

seen from table 4.8 that the results show an almost

equiproportionate response of demand to changes in the

relevant activity indicator (index of Industrial Produc-

tion) . Electricity price on the other hand does not



seem to affect demand significantly since the estimate of its

coef fi'ji.er.-1 is statistically i^^ioni flean £ at the 5% le\»2l«

"illj.''tlJi 1 G BXw i2R3ti Qr>'•r- ff.i '••**{*1rl Kr> p•*"en nnf>p^ " • w w • • — > - > v Vw U J ,u » _ > w V - V - >' I U | - <U I i

r:oic.ajiTc.tian of Ins ro '.e which fjJectricity plays in

t}:n ir.du31riai sec tor * Hore y os pointod ou h pre vious-

•lyy electri city constitutor, a producti on input. But

producti on proces ses arc?associated in the majority

of cases with a parti cular combi nati on of inpu bs that,

at leas t in the short-run,. cannot be changed. Thus

since substituti on of other fuels for electri city ac-

cordi ng to our model was ruled cut in the short- run,

the influence of a price change would mainly be ref lec-

ted by a change in industrial capacity utilisation. ,

and this in turn by a change in electricity demand.

However, a decrease in capaci ty utilisation after a

price increas e of electricity uould be a reas onabl e

assumpti on only if electricity were a maj or

input in the producti on process. But this

is clearly unreal istic. Other costs such as labour

cos ts, rent and so on are important and hence an in-

creas e in the price of electricity alone, although

it uould result in an increas e in the average price of

the final output produced, uould be unlikely to

caus e a significant change in capacity utilisation.

Moreover to the extent to whi ch the indus tri al cus tomer

is in a position to pass on to final consumers an

increas e in input cos ts, one would expect that indus trial

electri city demand is likely to be non-sensitive to



Looking at the perfo*mance of the ci«*:*«*-jii<iequa tion

from a pursly technical print of vi.r.tjit may be.scan

that althoueh there is no indication of the uresencG of

a'jtocorr 1 atxon j rnu11ico11 inaarity appoor to ba rathar

harrnf'j.ljas may ba seen by a comparison of tha values of

r ( - n.51 0) uith the overall goodnr-issof fit of tha

equation !"<( ~ 0. 434) . Never thelessj such a tost is

rather a technical one an:! may not ba offered as a

proper economic explanation. It might ug.11 ba that

uith respect to tha industrial sector the assumption

that the price of competing fuels (mainly oil) does not

affect short-run variations of electricity demand i n f a r

from rea]ictic. Using relative price of electricity

(deflated by the price of oil instead of on index of

uholesalo prices) resulted in a significant improvement

in our results•

Under this neu formulation as table 4.9 suggests

demand appears to be highly elastic uith respect to

variations in the index of Industrial Production and as

having just about unitary elasticityuith respect to

the relative price of electricity. Moreover the value

2
of the D~U statistic (d~ 1.994) and the value of r

(=0. 032) as compared with that of the coefficientof

determination(R^ 0•b 2 S ) augcjos"s that the problems of

autocorrelationand rrnjltico11inear!by might not be serious

in this case. Although an undesirable degree of

volatility charat;tf•.rjses thn



tuo se 1.3 or eslimates or tables 4 s8 and 4 #9 s considering

the nature and the changes that took place in the indus-

trial sector during the period under investiqation it

may be said that the estimates of table 4.9 are not al-

together unrealis tic, Particularly during the first

part of the period under consideration, vital for the

if
economy s industrialisation, investment projects were

undertaken uith particular emphasis fields where

considerable amounts of electricity were required * A

comparis on of changes in the index of industrial pro-

duction and an Index of electricity consumption by the

indus trial sector^ indicates that increas es in the out-

put produced were accompanied by more than proportionate

increas es in electricity consumed (tabl e 4910). The

fas t rate of industrialisation on the other hand and the

larger and larger amounts of electricity required to

achieve the economy's modernisation oft.the othe^ make

the demand for electrici ty sensitive to changes in

the output produced even in a short time period.

4. 5 Short- run Demand for Electricity: Conclusions

The short-run analys is uas in effect the analysis of

factors influencing the utilisation rate of the existing

appliances stock. In order to isolate variations of

this rate it uas assumed that the appliances stock fol-

lows a smooth exponential trend over time which enabled

elimination of the stock variable from the short-run

demand equations . Therefore the results obtained should
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Table 4.10

Year Index of industrial
Production

(1963=100}

~ I
Index of Electricity i
r. . !
Consumption in
Industry

(1963=100)

1961 8 5.1 8.1

1962 89. 8 40 e3

1963 100.0 100 .0

1964 109. 9 124.1

1965 119.6 146.5

1966 137.1 219.5

1967 140.6 278.5

1968 150.8 295. 6

1969 167.9 322. 8

1970 186.2 361.9

1971 204. 5 433. 5

1972 236. 3 483. 5

1973 273. 7 545. 1

1974 268. 2 563. 0

1975 280.3 637 c5

Sources : Statistical Yearbooks of Greece 1971 and 1975;

PPC, Organisation Department, Division of Sta-

tistics.



be seen in the context of this assumption. But while

for the residential and commercial sectors such an

assumption seems plausible^for the industrial sector

this may well not be the case, An increase in the stock

of appliances is,, ofcourse, the result of new industrial

inves tment undertaken and hence smooth exponential growth

would implicitly suggest a more or less non-violent

change in investment decisions. However, due to the na-

ture of investment decisions, the assumption of a smooth

exponential growth particularly for the industrial sector

is likely to be unrealistic. Hence in periods when the

actual rate of growth is below the average growth deter-

mined by the regression line,we will tend to interpret

the change in quantity demanded as due to changes in the

rate of utilisation as approximated by the explanatory

factors employed. Conversely, uhen the actual rate is

above the rate determined by the relevant equation we

may mistakenly attribute changes in electricity demand as

due to changes in the appliances rate of utilisation.

These considerations raise the question of the importance

of employing in the analysis actual stock figures about

which, for the reasons explained earlier, no thing can be

done. Uhat may only be said is that the sensitivity

of the results relating to the industrial sector may

very well be due to deviations of an unrealistic appro-

ximation from reality.
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^ *11 LOf10"run Demand for L.1.ect.RiCi 1;VJ ReGrGSSion L"s1;iMat.05

In this section the estimates of price and "income"

elasticities for the residential commercial and indust-

rial sectors are presented in tables 4, 18 to 4, 20»

For the derivation of these estimates 14 yearly obser-

vations were utilised covering the period 1961~i975.

As previous ly, the ordinary least squares method was

used. Nevertheles s, in contrast to the formulation re-

lating to short-run demand the set of variables examined,

and the mathematical form of the functions were different*

It was assumed in other words that in the long-run the

price of the main competing fuels (oil ) is likely to

be a significant factor in influencing consumers' beha-

viour. The influence of the price of gas on electricity

demand has not been considered. Although the studies

reviewed sugges t that gas as a conp6ting fuel may not

be disregarded^ in the case of Greece the importance of

gas has been continuously declining over the years.

This decline, resulting in losses that exceeded the

amount of 450 million drachmas in 1972, brought up the

question of whether the Public Gas Corporation in Athens

should continue to operate. The proposal was not ac-

1 One observation is lost because cf the presence of the

lagged dependent variable. for the residential sector

15 observations were used.



cepted, and drastic steps towards the modernisation of

the Corporation uare not taken and its decline conti~

nuedc Uh.ile at the end of 1962 there were 17,000 cus-

tomers (mainly in the Athens-Piraeus area) by 1975 this

number dropped by 50 percent (8,500).

Moreover, non-economic factors, such as the rate of urba

nisation P particularly for the residential sector may

increas e the explanatory pouer of the postulated long-

run residential demand equation• The influence of sub-

stitutes for electricity such as labour (industrial

sector) i.iasinvestigated through the introduction of a

variable showing uage earnings over the period under

inves tigation.

The estimated equations for the individual sectors are

presented belou in tables 4.11 to 4.17.
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4.6.1 Long-run Rns1d^ntia.1E1ec1:ricity Demand; 1961-1975

Table 4,11

Equation 9: Q = a + a (RL) + a 0(
i 0 | c.RP1) + (1-V1)(RDL) + v/]

Explanatory Variables Parameter Es timates

1 Constant term

2 Real Income
(RI)

3 Real Relative Price
(RP 1)

4 Lagged Residential
Demand

(RDL)

a
0

ai

a->

( 1 " ^ ) ,

A
465 o576 (1. 552) ' j

9„361 (6.909)

" 215.956 (3.564)

.272 (2,239 )

R 2 : .997

D-U statistic : 1.261

r^ between Independent variables

r 2 ; <•425
(RP1) ,(RI)

r 2 : *556

(RP1),(RDL)

r
2 s .957

(RI),(RDL)

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-va]uss t

V, •
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Tab!e 4*12

Equation 10; Q . = + a1(CE) + a..{ RHP) + (1 )(RDL) + v„j

Explanatory Variables

1. Constant term

2»Current Consumer
Expend!ture

(CE)

3 eCurrent. Electricity
Price

( R iv I P )

4.Lagged Residential
Demand

(RDL)

Parameter

a
o

a.

a.

(1 ^ s
( 1 , /

R'

D- U statistic

r between Independent variables

r 2

( RMP) ,( CE)
2

r
(RHP) ,(RDL)
2

(CE) ,(RDL)

Estimates

2349. 096 (6. 443)

'7.354 (5.222)

222, 197 (6. 263)

441 (3. 234)

.997

1.754

.750

.493

.917

1 The numbers in brackets represent the estimated t-v/alues«
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Table _4.13

Equation 11: Q/j = a o+ a^ CE) * a2(RMP) + (1-^ 1)(RDL) + a (UR) + ^

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates

1. Constant term

2. Current Consumer
Expenditure

(CE)

3. Current Electricity
Price

(RMP)

4 1 Lagged Residential
Demand

(ROL)

5. Urbanisation Rata
( UR)

a
0

ai

3 2

(1-Xt)

a 3

- 1533. 541 ( . 5707) !

7. 069 (5. 215)

- 208. 790 (5. 961)

.355 (2,496)

59.219 (1.457)

R 2

i

: .997

D-U statistic : 1.614
•p

r" between Independent Variables
II

.

r 2 : .750 !

(Rnp) ,(CE) I
|CM

(-1 : .493

(RMP) ,(RDL)
2

r : «917

(CE) ,(RDL)
2

r : .368

(RMP) ,(UR)
r 2 : .809

(CE) ,(UR)
?

r ~ : .929

(RDL) ,(UR)

1 The numbers in brackets represent estimated t-values
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4 6 G•2 Lono-run Commercial Electricity Demand: 1961-1975

Table 4*14

Equation 12s Q 9 - b^ + b(j(RCDP )+ b.?(.RP2)+ ( lO v) ( CDL) + m ?

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates

1, Constant term

2. Real Cross Domestic
Product

(RGDP)

3* Real Relative
Price

(HP 2 )

4. Lagged Commercial
Demand

(cut.)

b
o

b1

b 2

d-a 2 )

1146.104 (2.861)1

5 c.031 (6,192)

- 299. 809 (3/795)

«386 (3.516)

R 2 •
• .993

D-U statis tic : 1.941
2

r between Independent variables
2

r •
• . 536

(RP2) ,(RGDP)CM

*
• .740

(RP2) ,(CDL)
?

r •
• .870

(RGDP) ,(CDL)

1 The numbers in brackets represent estimated t—vqaiigs•
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4 »6. 3 Lonq-run Industria1 Electr1c1tv Demand; 1961-1975

Table 4.15

Liquation 13: Q v ~ c +c,(M 3 o 1
IIP)+c 0(IMP)+(1-a 3)( IDL) C r/

vj
(IP0) -K'3

Explanatory Variables Parameter Lstimates

1 „ Constant term c
0

562. 820 (4 .361 )1

2„ Index of Industrial
Production

( up)
C1

8 ,342 ! " X\ v)S034)

3. Current Electricity
Price

(IMP)
C 2

182 c 923 (2.971)

4. Lagged Industrial
Demand

(IDL)
(1 ) • 668 ( 4. 62e)

5. Current Price of
Oil

(IPO)
C 3

294. 597 (2. 503)

R 2 #
• .997

D-U statis tic : 2.008

/
r between Independent variables

r 2

(IMP) ,(IIP)
2

r
(IMP) ,(IDL)
2

r
(IMP) ,(IPO)

r 2 :

(IIP),(IDL)

r 2 :
(IIP),(IPO)

r 2 ?
'(IDL),(IPO)

.431

.479

.960

.970

.409

.432

1"The numbers in brackets repres ent es11ma o>.< ^uiJGS•
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Table 4,16

Equation 14s = c +
1 J> 0

c (IIP)+ c
i z

(II*1P)+ (1-A 7|)(IDL) + v.j.

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates

1 * Constant term

2. Index of Industrial
Produc tion

(IIP)

3. Current Electricity
Price

(IMP)

4. Lagged Industrial
Demand

(IDL)

c
0

ci

C 2

0 0 3 )

287. 618 (3. 441) '

12. 084 (4, 238)

~ 32. 535 (1. 944)

.467 (3.151)

R 2 •
« .995

D-U statistic •
• 1.950

2
r between Independent variables

2
r •

• . 431
(IMP) ,(IIP)
2

r •
* .479

(IMP) ,(IDL)
2

r •
0 t970

(IIP),(IDL)

1 The numbers in brackets represent estimated t-values
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Tab! e 4,17

Equation 15: Q„ = c *c„
3 o 1

(ILP) +C 2(1MP) +( 1-3,,)(ID/ X S' x l )+c^'(UE:)'tv/,
0 .J

Explanatory Variables Paramete r Estimates

1. Constant term

2a Index of Industrial
Production

(IIP)

c
0

C1

705. 173

8. 972

( 2

( 2

.875)"
Iif

.883) j

3. Current Electricity
Price

(IMP)
° 2 - 106. 406 ' ?,420)

4. Lagged Industrial
Demand

(IDL)
( 1 - ^ ) 0403 ( 2,900)

5, Uaqe Earnings
(UE)

c„ •
vi

31,270 O

>

.790)

R 2 •
• .996

D-U statistic •
9 1.749

p
r "between Independent v

r 2

(imp) ,Cue)

ariables

«
• .754

r 2

(iip) ,(we)

•
• .872

r 2

(IDL) ,(UE)

•
• .894

r 2

(IMP) ,(IIP)

<«
• .431

r 2

(IMP) ,(IDL)

•
• .47 9

r 2

(IIP),(IDL)

0
c .970

1 The numbers in brackets represent estimated t-values*
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^ 9 ^ Long-run DemanrJfor ElectricitytEvaluation of the

Es t.imates

Before going on to evaluate the price and "income"

elastici ti.es of the estimated equations one s hou1d

discuss first the estimates relating to the lagged con-

sumption coefficient. Uith reference fco the?latter ye

have argued that since the two alternative hypotheses

give rise to the same estimating equation an identifi-

cation problem is created. Therefore, on a priori

grounds, given the unavailability of information re-

lating to depreciation or scrapping rates of the under-

lying stocks of electricity consuming appliances , one

is not able to decide as to uhi.ch hypothesis constitu-

tes a better approximation. However^ the uniformity

of the estimates of the coefficient of the lagged con-

sumption variable seern to provide an answer to this

dilemma. As may be seen from the tabulated results the

lagged consumption coefficients of the finally selected

equations (tables 4.11 to 4.17) imply rates of depre-

ciation ranging from 33.2 percent for the industrial

sector (see table 4.15) to 72.8 percent for the residen-

tial sector (see table 4*11) which are obviously highly

implaus ible, particularly in the case of a developing

country such as Greece. This, assuming that the models

postulated are free from probable specification errors ,

would imply that the data used do not support the

"flexible" demand hypothesis which has to be rejected
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in favour of the "flou-adjustment" model.

Upon such a consideration the lagged consumption coef-

ficients should he interpreted as providing an estima-

te of the speed with which actual demand adjusts to

desired demand. Acceptance of this interpretation

means that the number of periods (years) required to

eliminate the existing gap between actual and desired

demand may be calculated. However, one may not proce-

ed to such calculations before considering an estima-

tion problem .imposed by the presence of the lagged

consumption variables in these equations. The presence of

a lagged dependent variable in an equation means

that "estimation problems and procedures now depend on

the assumptions made about the disturbance term" ,

Upon the simples t possible assumption, namely that the

error terms are normally and independently distributed

"least squares still seems the best estimating techni-

que" . However^ given that we do not know anything about

the behaviour of the disturbances in the population we

may try to make some inference on the. basis of the

behaviour of the regression residuals. But presence of

lagged dependent variable in the equation- renders the

validity of the relevant Durbin-Uatson statistic questio-

nable® Hence in such cases special estimation procs-

1 Johnston, 3. , (1972). p. 304

2 Oohnston, 3, , (1972), p. 307, fyy g|-\



dures i.'ould be required! In this study no such campIl-

eated metnods are used p and this is based on two impor-

! ; t cons idera 11ons » Fii s1, tho gvaiia11 a inf orrnation

used .is far from complete and it would be a contradic-

lion to iy to fill the np created by the unavailabi-

lity of vital information by employing econometric me-

thods that may not be characterised as simple. Second,

the main objective of the study is to try to improve

our understand.ing of the influence of economic varia-

bles on th3 demand for electricity rather than to use

the electricity market to illustrate complicated mathe-

matical formulations or econometric methods* In crdei

to attempt an answer to the practical questions invol-

ved^ the simplest, statistical technique (that is OLS)

I
was employed in this section as well, and the D-U test

%
was utilised for the detection of autocorrelation «

Uith the previous comments in mind it seems appropriate

to start the evaluation of cur estimates by considering

1 Uith respect to this point Johns ton, 3 , says: "Despite
explicit warnings in the original paper that the D-U
test is not applicable to an equation containing lagged
Y (dependent) values among the explanatory variables it
has often been applied, for want of anything better, to
such cases". (1972) , p. 309.

2 Ue do not pretend to solve satisfactorily the problem of
autocorrelation through the use of the D-U statistic?
this statistic is of course biased when lagged endogenous
appear in the right hand side, and its use in this study
is very tentative.
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first the pattern of the regression residuals * As may

be seen from tables 4.11 to 4.17 the d-st.at.istic in all

but one case (residential demand) is very close to the

value of 2®

Consideration. of the estimates obtained for

the individual sectors suggests the following:

The "Urbanisation rat.elf variable, (UR) , does not

seem to contribute considerably in the explanation of

variations in total residential electricity demand,,

equation 11 (table 4#13)„ Ar,explanation for this may

be offered upon consideration of the fact that conside-

rable movements of population from rural to metropolitan

areas took place mainly before the period under consi-

deration,.. The adverse effects of overpopulated urban

areas soon appeared in the form of limited job opportu-

nities , accommodation difficulties , increases in the

price of housing, severe traffic problems and so on.

Hence, while on a priori grounds one would expect that

changes in the rate of urbanisation would bring about

changes in long-run demand, mainly arising from "de-

monstration effects" (given that people who move to

large metropolitan areas tend to adopt the living

standards of those already in them, that is,they tend

to try to "keep up with the Joneses ") this hypothesis

does not seem to be strongly supported by the existing

evidence.
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Upon such a consideration it would seem

that the equations in tables 4.11 and 4.12 are to

be preferredc However a choice of uhich one may consti-

tute a hector approximation is rather difficult. The

signs of the coefficients of both equations., as well as

their statistical significance^ are in accordance with a

priori expectations . On the other hand the price and

activity indicator coefficients> whether the variables

are expressed in real terms or in current valueSjdo not

differ significantly in absolute terms. A hint of uhich

equation is likely to perform better,however,might be

given by the value of the coefficient of the lagged

consumption variable, an well as other purely econome-

tric considerations .

As noted above under the "flow-adjustment" hypothe-

sis the coefficient of lagged dependent variable (RDL)

gives an estimate of the speed with which actual demand

converges towards desired demand. The values of those

coefficients imply that in the case of the equation gi-

ven .in table 4.11 approximately 73% ( 1-0.272=0.728) of

the difference is made up during the first period, while

the equation in table 4.12 suggests that this rate is

equal to about 56%. In turn, the first estimate sug-

gests that over 90% of the gap will be closed in two

years time while the second implies that a three year

period would be required for the same proportionate
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adjustment (90/o)'. Now s comparison between our estima-

tes or the speed of adjustment and those found by Hoythak-

ker and iayx.or or those reported by Houthakkcr, Verleqep

and Shnehan (see ppe 34 and 37 respectively)J suggests

that our estimates show a much more rapid adjustment.

Of course an obvious explanation would he the differences

in structure and other characteristics between the eco-

nomies (Greece and U.S.A.) where the models have been

applied. It is likely^in other wordSj that very slow

adjudment rates (in the neighbourhood of 1Of per period)

found in the previous studies are due to the important

role that natural gas plays in the residential sector.

Demand adjustment in a market where the influence cf va-

riations in the price of an important competing fuel

(such as gas ) may be significant (given that such en

adjustment would reflect the speed with which consumers

make decisions on the basis of the relative prices of

competing fuels , the various costs that are involved

in replacing, for instance, electricity consuming equip-

ment by appliances using natural gas and so on) may be

quite slow. In Greece as has been said previously the

importance of gas as a competing fuel is negligible.

The other competing fuel, oil, the price of which has

been used to deflate electricity price (table 4.11),

1 Note that since complete adjustment never takes place

a 90% rather than 100% is taken to imply complete

adjustment.



s p i n h a v es o m ei n f j . u s n c f j , a si si n d i r e c t l ym a n . i f es-

v-DCsoy r.he s igmf j.nance of the relative price coefficient

ai though oil constitutes an important fuel only

n that portion of residential electricity dam and rela-

v.ii'iq to ineating requirements•

Howevery another fundamental reason for the consi-

derable difference between our estimates and those

mentioned previously may be that while the previous au-

thors interpret their results as showing estimates of

adjustment speed, those due to the identification problem

discussed in chapter 3, are more likely to give an esti-

mate of the depreciation rate of the underlying stock

of electricity equipment rather than of the speed of

adjustment between actual and desired demand. Considera-

tion of the estimates on the basis of econometric

criteria uould tend to favour equation 10 (table 4.12).

This is because while the explanatory power of this

equation is the same as, -that of equation 9 (table 4.11),

2
as manifested by the identical value of R '5 the Durbin-

Uatson statistic of equation 10 might indicate no serious auto

correlation. Moreover the degree of collinearity betwe-

en the most highly correlated variables (activity indi-

cators (Rl) or (CE) and lagged demand (RDL) ) is lower

in the case where consumption expenditure in money terms

(CE) is used (equation 10 - table 4.12) rather than in

the case where total real income (Rl) is employed as an

explanatory factor (equation 9 — table 4c1 1)•



Never chel es schoi ce of this equation would tend to under

estimate the importance of oil as a substitute for ele-

ctricity and hence upon such a consideration equation

9 (table 4«1 1) may be accepted as slightly superior on

economic grounds. Now, given that all long-run equations

were expressed in linear form the elasticities derived

would be different at different levels of the values of

the variables included in the equations. Customarily,

however, these elasticities are evaluated at the points

of the means of the relevant variables. These calcula-

tions, performed on the basis of equation 9 (table 4.11)*

are shown below

Table 4.18

1

Res1dentia1 Sec tor: I.ono-run E1as t1cities ( eva.1uated at

the points of means of the regressors of equation 9 )

L.. R. Elasticity

Price of Electricity
relative to the price - 0.865
of oil (PR1 )

Real Income (RI ) 1.541

1 These are based on the formula:

L.R Elasticity - f:iX

dX

r.
i

where ^ s the coefficient of variable X in the

d Y _
equation, X and Y are the means of the explanatory

factor and the dependent variable respectively and r. i

the estimate of the speed of adjustment between actual



It is .interesting to note that the long-run elasti-

cities found for the residential demand are 1aroer ( in

absolute terms ) than those calculated in the short-run

formulation (these uere - 0*516 for price and 0»602 for

income respectively, see page 77 equation 2 ).

This would mean that as people move towards an equili-

brium position, with respect to relative priceSj they are

likely to become more sensitive to price variations«

Consideration of the estimates relating to com-

mercial electricity demand in the long-run (table 4*14}

sugges ts the following: The degree of snulticollinearity

between the explanatory factors docs not appear to be

harmful according to the simple test described in page 86

This is especially so for the relative price variable

(RP2 ) (price of electricity relative to the price of oi l)

and the remaining explanatory variables in equation 13

(table 4*14), that is Real Gross Domestic Product, (RGDP)y

and lagged commercial demand, (CDL) . The value of the

Durbin- Uatson statistic on the other hand, indicates

absence of autocorrelation, while the set of explanatory

2
factors explain, as shown by the value of R", more than

99% of the variation .in the dependent variable (Q 2) .

The signs of all coefficients are in accordance with a

priori expectations and they are statistically signifi-

cant at The speed of adjustment between actual and

desired commercial demand is around 61/c,irnd1ying a

three-year period for complete adjustment (949c) to lake
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place. The long-run price (RP2) and activity indicator

(RGDP) elasticities, calculated as previously (see foot

note P page ilQ,) are shoum in table 4.19.

Table 4«19

Commercial Sector; Lono-run Elasticities (evaluated at

the points of means of the regressors of equation 12)

L.Rt Elastic;*ties

Price of Electricity
relative to the
price of oil.(PR2 )

Activity Indicator (RGDP)

- 1.522

1.330

The discussion about electricity demand by the

industrial sector concentrates on equation 13 (table 4«15)

after an elimination process similar to the one adopted

uhen the long-run estimates for residential demand were

presented. Accordingly, the degree of multicollinearity

uas firs t examined. Although the correlation between

the index of industrial production (IIP) and lagged

industrial demand ( Q 3 ) appears to be high it is slightly

lcuer than the coefficient of multiple determination

R2. Moreover, it may not provide a means of discrimina-

tion among the three differently specified equations

given that the collinear variables (IIP and Q^ ) ss dic-

tated by our long-run formulation^ are included iriaxl
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vers.ions of the idustrial electricity demand equations.

Nevertheles s, on the basis of the randomness of the

residua1s P the s tat.is tica1 signifIcanee of the COGffici

ents (the (UE) variable in equation 15 - table 4.17,

has a lower t-ratio compared to the "price of oil" ,

variable in equation 13 - table 4.15) and the comple-

teness from an economic theory point of view (equation

13 and 15 include prices of substitutes, sueh as oil

(IPO) and labour (Uf) ) the long-run elasticities were

evaluated according to the estimated coefficients of

equation 13 - table 4.15).

This according to the lagged consumption coefficient

shows that the adjustment of industrial demand to chan-

ges in economic conditions appears to be fairly slow

(33.2/£ per year), and certainly much lower than that

found for the residential (7?>%) and commercial (61.4?o)

sectors in the long-run. This comparison reflects the

importance of the relative prices of competing fuels,

seen in the light of their nature as inputs into distinctly

different activities . In both the residential and com-

mercial sectors , given, for technical reasons^

the limited opportunity for substitution of

electricity by other fuels , users have no other serious

alternative but to adjust fairly quickly to the new con-

ditions . In the industrial sector customers have to

examine whether price changes are of a relatively tempo-

rary nature or are expected to constitute an established
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n8U economic reality. Uncior such an 5.interpretationthe

period needed for an almost compete adjustment to take

place (6 years are required to close 91% of the existing

gap between actual and desired demand) seems fairly

plausible.

Utilisation of the calculated adjustment coefficient

suggests, as the following table shows (table 4.20),

that the long-run demand elasticity with respect to

electricity price is higher in absolute terms compared

to the short-run price elasticity, which is the pattern

found for the other two sectors. This may be taken to

imply thatjin the long-run,as the price of electricity

increas es the price of industrial output increases ss

well, ceteris paribus. This causes a decline irithe

industrial output demanded and the latter results in a

decrease of electricity demanded magnifying the response

to the initial price increase of electricity. Pro-

duction shifts touaro's less electricity intensive pro-

cesses, as long as the prices of competing inputs are

relatively cheaper.

Table 4.20

Industrial Sector: Lono-run Elasticities( evaluated at

the points of means of the repressors of equation 13)

L.R. Elasticities

Price of Electricity

Activity Indicator (11P)

Industrial price of Oil (IPO)

1.762

1.119

1 , 0 0 1
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4< 8 Long-run Demand for L.1.r?ctricity: Conclusions

The long-run analys is deals with the examination

of the impact of changes in the prico of electricity,

the price of the main competing fuels ( oil) , activity

indicators and tactors that are thought as significant

in a long-run context.

The res ults sugges t that in general the res pons e of

demand to electricity price changes is greater ( in abs o-

lute terms ) in the long-run than in the short-run, and

this pattern was found to be followed in all sectors ,

Comparis on between sectors sugges ts the interes ting con-

clus ion that in the long-run the indus trial sector ap-

pears to be more sens itive to price changes than the

commercial or residential sector, the las t one being

4
fairly insensitive to electricity price changes.

The dynamic changes to price increas es show^ however,

exactly the oppos ite pattern. The element of dynami-

sation introduced by the inclusion of lagged dependent

variables in the long-run equations provide, as explained

previous ly, an estimate of the speed of adjustment of

actual to desired demand. Here it appears that residen-

tial electricity demand shows the fastest response to

price changes (almos t 1Z% per year) compared to commer-

cial demand (61/fc)and industrial demand which shows

fairly slow response (33/£). This rather interes ting sym-

metry between long-run price elasticities and speed of

respons e to price changes seems justified upon conside—

1 Ue may note, however, that these results are strictly
not comparable given that the price- variables used are
not the same in each equation.



ration of the relative importance of oil as a competing

fuel. In the residential sector the possibility of sub-

stitution is practically non-existent, apart from that

portion or demand associated uith heating requirements.

The ability of the commercial sector to adapt (though

uith a louer speed) to relative price changes is mani-

fested in the average long-run price elasticity*

Electrical energy .use in the industrial sector is con-

trolled by the technical requirements of production,

particularly those relating to mechanical functions or

electrochemical reactions* Upon such a consideration

elasticity may be thought of as consisting of two com-

ponents? A fixed component which is relatively insensi-

tive to price changes , reflecting the technical requi-

rements of production and a variable component reflec-

ting the intensity of use of electrical energy not for

the industrial process itself but for the support of

the process in the form of lighting, heating and so on.

Moreover, though electric!tv intensive industrial units

dominate the electricity demand in the short-run their

small proportion becomes apparent in the long-run exa-

mination * Production is governed by industries for uhich

electricity constitutes a more or less variable compo-

nent. Changes in electricity price and the industrial

1 See also chapter 1, pages 15-18.



output produced are met by more than proportional chan-

ges in the quantity demanded^thus making demand in the

industrial sector "price" and "income" elastic. The

significance of the price of oil seems to support these

conclus ions. The empirical evidence that labour fails

to be a satisfactory substitute for electricity3 as table

4,17 sugges ts, probably reflects the movement of the

industrial sector towards more capital intensive techni-

ques of production using competing fuels.

It should be emphasised, however,as an overall

conclusion that unavailability of information relating

to appliances - owners hip, their prices and technologi-

cal improvements , dots not permit a proper long-run

inves tigation. Changes in priccs of fuels , prices of

consuming equipment and other factors might lead to

structural changes that are not accounted for by the

simple approximation made. LJiththis in rnindit would

be proper to say that the long-run results should be

considered as fairly tentative.
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4.9 Summary and Conclusions

ihis s buoy has dealt uith the problem of electrici-

ty demand in the case of Greece over the period 1961-1975,

and with the evaluation of the likely response of demand

to chancing prices and income in the form of estimated

elastici ties. An empirical investigation of electricity

demand, and indeed of most energy forms , is at the out-

set associated uith some problems due to the nature of

the product in question. First, there is a strong tech-

nological complementarity between electricity demand

and the corres ponding stock of electricity consuming ap-

pliances which to a great extent governs that demand.

A reali stic investigation therefore would call for a con-

siderati on of some sort of stock of ap-

pliances effect.

Now, an immediate distinction between demand in the short-

run and demand in the long-run is called for. Such a

distinction should not necessarily be made uith reference

to time, but uith reference to the underlying stock of

appl iances . Short-run demand may be thought of as arising

from changes in the utilisation rate of a constant stock.

Long-run demand may be defined as that situation uhere

not only the rate of utilis ation changes but the stock

of appliances changes as uell.

Ideal ly, a study of the influence of variations in the



rate of utilisation (reflecting changes in the economic

environment) on demand would be possible if the investi-

gator could perform controlled experiments by holdino

all other factors^ap.art from the utilisation rate^con-

stant. In a desk type of research,houeverjthis is

hardly possih1e « Working with ti.rneseries data^uhat one

observes is the overall outcome of changes in the

rate of utilisation of appliances, the stock of consu-

ming equipment, and technological characteristics of

the existing population of appliances* Upon such a con-

sideration a proper uay of investigating electrici-

ty demand uould be to define demand as the product of

the average utilisation rate of the stock of appliances 5

the number of appliances in use and the average techno-

logical characteris tics (from a consumption of electrici-

ty point of view) of the distribution of those appliances

Subsequently changes over time of these three factors

could be analysed in terms of changes in relative prices

of fuels , relative prices of the various appliances,

credit availability, improvements in technology and so on

Nevertheles s the requirements for such an approach, data-

uise, are enormous. In the particular case in hand ex-

plicit information relating to the above three factors is

totally non-existent. Hence^ given (as pointed out above)

the necessity to consider some kind of stock - of - ap-

pliances effect, and the unavailability of desired

information, it appears that the second best solution is

the elimination of the stock variable from triedemand
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equation through appropriate assumptions and mathemati-s

ca1 manipulations®

iloienuBi, it is recognised that the assumption of expo-

nential growth of appliances at a constant rate over ti-

me may rieviate from reality. To the extent that these

deviations are subst.antia15 the elasticity estimates as

well as the conclusions based upon them may in turn be

imprecis e, However, there is hardly an alternative so-

lution. The mathematically convenient assumption of

constant exponential growth employed for the derivation

of short-run elasticities in chapter 3 is the best sub-

stitute for approximating reality 0

In the absence of desired information relating to the

factors mentioned previously (stock of appliances and

so on), long-run demand investigation appears even mo-

re complicated. Here the finally derived equation to

be estimated is consistent with tuo totally different

interpretations . The first formulation (flexible demand

assumption) assumes that only flexible demand is sen-

sitive to changes in relative prices and income, while

the hypothesis underlying the "flow adjustment" model

states that ^demand is sensitive to those variables.

An answer to this dilemma is provided by the coefficient

of the lagged consumption variable appearing in both

formulations* The magnitudes of these coefficients are

both low (implying implausibly high scrapping rates of

the appliances ) and uniform^so as to indicate that the

flexible demand hypothesis may safely be rejected in
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favour or the altsrnativs formulation. This proposition^

however implicitly assumes that both formulations are

froe rrom other probable specification errors3 such as

non consideration( because of data limitati ons) of the

likely influence of changes in the prices of app1i.ances,

technological improvements and so on, Moreover^changes

in the prices of fuels, prices of consuming equipment

and other factorŝ lead to structural changes that can-

not be represented uithin a single equation framework.

Thus the long-run results should be considered as fairly

tentative.

Second, even if data availability did not impose any se-

rious constraints, investigation of aggregate electrici-

ty demand would give rise to a rather serious aggregation

problem. Clearly total demand for electricity cannot be

considered as homogeneous. In other words, it uould be

unrealistic to assume that different sectors exhibit iden-

tical response patterns to changes in relative prices

and activity indicators.

It is fortunate that this restrictive assumption is avoid-

ed through utilisation of unpublished information rela-

ting mainly to yearly consumption and electricity prices

applicable to the household, commercial and industrial

sectors. Such a disaggregation provides an indication

as to which sectors are likely to be able to cope u5th

increasing electricity prices and which sectors do not

exhibit such flexibility.



In the light of the above remarks it appears that

if conclusions end appropriate actions uerc to be based

on the short-run estimates they uould indicate that at-

tention should be focused on measures airr-inoat reducing

the dependence of the electricity market on oil imports..

For, if as the estimates obtained suggest, proportionate

increas es in electricity prices (such as those experien-

ced during the period 1961-1975) are unable to cause

an equipropoi t̂ionate decrease in electricity demand, the

associated rate of drouth of oil imports for electricity

generation requirements is unlikely to decline significantly

(see table 1.1, page 9 ). Thus it seems that a uay to se-

cure uninterrupted economic grouth and development uould

be the introduction of measures aiming at a more intensi-

ve utilisation of indigenous energy sources such as uater-

pouer and lignite.

However, the orientation of electricitygeneration

touards utilisation of indigenous energy inputs(such as

lignite and uater-pouer) is not an easy matter to deal

uith. Although it uould seem that satisfaction of a

continuously increasing electricitydemand could be

achieved through the construction of electricity gene-

rating stations based exclusively on indigenous energy

sources, thus minimising the risk of depending upon

imported fuels, it should be stressed that :



lo As fai as J.ignite is concerned the knoun reserves

are not expected to last for more than 35 to 40 years \

This consideration^ in conjuction uith the fact that lig-

nite is used for other industrial and to a smaller extent

domestic purposes, dictates that the relative costs

and benefits of such a policy proposal should he examined

and evaluated carefully.

2c The uater-pouer potential of the country is undoubted-

ly considerable, and it has been suggested that exploita-

tion of it under "reasonable" cost conditions could pro-

o
duce electricity of the order of 20 billion kuh/year .

Never theless^ the construction of additional uater-pouer

generating stations had in the past been delayed and the

argument uas that construction costs were high while the

electricity producing efficiency of those stations uas rcl

tively lou. The dramatic increases of oil prices after

1973>as uell as the vieu that oil price increases are li-

kely to continue in the future, point to the conclusion

that the exploitation of the country's water potential

does not appear any more as a remote economic reality.

This vieu may be strengthened upon consideration of the

fact that uater-pouer may not only be taken info accouno

electricity generating projects but in other vital de-

1 "Report on the Energy Policy in Greece", (1976), p. 21.

2 See also Appendix 1, pp« 14.2-143.



velopment projects such as irregation or improvements of

uater supply systems *

Whether such implications^suggested by empirical

evidence based on information which is considered far

from ideal^ are justified should be the subject of further

scientific research.



Appendix _J_

Energy in Greens: An Overa1.1 l/.ieu
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In this Appendix a brief discussion concerning the

overall energy market in Greece is presented. This, it

is believed, will reinforce our analysis on the demand

for electricity and it will provide more evidence in sup-

Di-t of the importance of electricity for the economic

development and prosperity of the country.

The main target of every developing country, such

as Greece, is the modernisation and industrialis ation

1
of its economy e Given the apparent,interdependence

between energy and economic growth, however, achieve-

ment of such a target requires a rapid growth of the

energy sector. Energy is a necessity for many modern

industrial processes which involve chemical transforma-

tion. The manufacture of cement or steel, for example,

both require great quantities of heat. In addition, for

certain leading industries energy is necessary as a

basic "feedstock"* other words the energy source

itself becomes part of the final product. In the manu-

facture of pig iron or petrochemicals, for instance,

the hydrocarbons in coal and oil are incorporated bodily.

Finally, energy is an irreplaceable element of

final consumer demand, for example of household cooking,

1 See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and De-

velopment (1971-72), Centre of Planning and Economic

Research ( 1 968 ) and Ministry of Lo—ordination ( i9 6 <_ , ),



heating, transportation and lighting. The qualitative

role oi energy as a necessary element for physical pro-

duction has been stressed by some economists» Accordinq

to a study prepared by the United Nations? "Although

in many cases the cost of energy, especially of ele-

ctricity, represents but a minor percentage of total

costsf energy exercises great influence because of its

qualitative effects. It is the key element without which

the production process cannot operate adequately, and

the lack cr shortage cf energy may cause serious dif-

ficulties , It stands in the same position as other

tangible or intangible factors of industrial produc-

tion, the economic effects of which are more important

than their net cost" .

The quantitative impact of energy on key sectors

of the economy is even more considerable. This is

because, particularly in the case of Greece, the pat-

tern of economic development is one of relatively rapid

industrial growth and relatively stagnant agricultural

production; whatever the underlying reasons, the ad-

vance in the idustrial sector has important implica-

tions for the energy sector, because the energy input

per unit of output is generally far higher in industry

than in agricultures Un the other hand energy is much

1 United Nations , (1957), p. 4.
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more sipnilican l in th8 modern h0avy industries fadv.-an~

cs rfinJus cries) than in the traditional industries (back-*

uard industries).

Uhile the above considerations reinforce the impor-

tance of energy in the economy's function and perfor-

mance, the dramatic increase in crude oil prices towards

the end cf 1973 shook the economy to its very founda-

tions and added nsu dimensions to the already existing

economic and energy problems of the country, whose

economic and industrial prosperity has been largel y

based on the cheap and abundant supply of energy pro-

ducts and especially on the supply of oil".

"Since September 1973 the cost of oil supplies has in-

creased fourfold with severe effects on the balance of

payments . In 1974 the amount of foreign exchange (in

current pri ces) spent on imports of petroleum and petro-

leum products was # 860 million compared with

$ 387 million in 1973, jS93 million in 1970 and % 44

million in 1960; the increase between 1973 and 1974

being 115 percent. The foreign exchange spent on petro-

leum imports in 1974 accounted for about 19 percent of

the country' s imports bill. The general price level

has also been affected considerably. The direct ef-

1 See also Catz iargi ris, K., (1371;,



Fect 01 u i: 0 rise .in• i.1 pric0s on the wholesale price

index was estimated at about 7 percent in 1973a But

probably even more signiFleant must have been the indi—

reot ef;gcl of this increase on the domestic price le-

vel through its impact on production costs, given that

25 percent of the total quantity oF liquid Fuels is con-

sumed by industry, 41 percent by transport and 25 percen

by electricity generating stations" ,

Energy consumption in Greece has increased rapidly

From 1.5 million metric tons oF oil equivalent in I960

to 7,5 million tons in 1975® This means that energy con

sumption has increased at an average annual rate oF 11.5

percent compared with an increase oF 7.5 percent cF

2
Gross National Income in real terms „ Despite the rela-

tively high growth in energy consumption however, the

per capita energy consumption is only 1/3 oF

that in the EEC countries and 1/6 cF that

in the USA, on the basis oF inFormation relating to
t

1976. As Far as the composition oF energy is con-

cerned, in 1975 about 71„5 percent oF the total consump-

tion oF primary energy sources was accounted For by

liquid Fuels , 24 percent by solid Fuels and the balance

oF 4.5 percent by other sources (mainly uaterpower) .

1 Zolotas , X., (1975), Pp0 10-14.

2 National Energy Counsil, (1976).

3 EFthymoglou „ P. G\, (1969).
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In terms of final energy forms, 15.6 percent of total

consumption in 1975 was accounted for by electricity, 74*2

percent by petroleum products and 10.2 percent by solid

fuels (tables 1 and 2)» The absence in the final con-

sumption of natural gases, justifies the dominant share

of petroleum products in the consumption of energy^des-

pite the fact that this share has been decreasing (as

table 2 shou/s)from 79.9 percent in 1960 to 74.2 percent

-1
in 1975 , On the other hand the consumption of electri-

city has increased by 50 percent during the period

1961-1975. Finally, the consumption of solid fuels

appeared to be steadily rising through the 1960-75

period, suggesting that chemicals as ue.1.1 as other bas.ic

industries have been developing in the country.

As far as energy consumption by different economic sectors

;is concerned the situation in 1975 uas as table 3 shous.

1 National Energy Counsil, (1976).



Table 1

Energy Consumption Patterns in Greece

( 10^ tons of oil equivalent)

Year Electricity Oil Products Solid Fuels Total

1960 164 1300 765 1629

1961 130 1430 186 1796

1962 203 1520 173 1896

1963 230 1656 241 2127

1964 276 2166 278 2720

1965 321 2406 341 3068

1966 427 2610 422 3459

1967 514 2991 382 2887

1968 557 3238 295 4190

1969 639 3689 455 4783

1970 719 4024 538 5281

1971 845 4660 420 5925

1972 962 5223 555 6740

1973 1092 5823 687 7602

1974 1105 5288 703 7096

1975 1167 5560 765 7492

Sources : Ministry of Industry and Ministry of Co-ordina-

tion, Unpublished Data.
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Table 2

Energy Consumption Patterns in Greece

(Percentage)

Selected Years

1960 1970 1975

Primary Fneray

Inputs

Liquid fuels 77 73,3 71.5

Solid fuels 17.8 16.9 24.0

Hydroelectricity 5.2 9.8 4.5

Final Enemy

Consumption

E1ectr.icj.ty 10.0 13.5 15.6

Oil products 79.9 76.0 74,2

Solid fuels 10.0 10,5 10.2

Sources : PPC, Ministry of Co-ordination and Ministry of

Industry. Unpublished Data.
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The main characteristic of the composition of ener

consumption hy the different economic sectors as table 3
-J

shows, is the increasing share of the industrial sector

and the decreasing one of the transport sector® More

specifically between the years 1960 and 1965 the share

in consumption of the industrial sector increased by

101 5 percent,due to the establishment cf new eneruy (ele-

ctricity) intens ive industrial units such as ESSO-PAPPAS,

Aluminium and Chemical Fertilizers. From 1965 to 1975

the changes in the proportions are not as highjbut again

the industrial sector increased its participation from

42 to 46 percent against a very small decrease in the

participation of the other sectors,

finally, table 4 gives some ideas and comparisons con-

cerning the proportion of participation of different

liquid fuels used by the Greek economy as well as by the

economies of the EEC and the USA respectively, in the

selected year 1973.

Table 4

Participation of Different Types of Liquid Fuels used in

the Consumption of Energy (1973), (percentage)

Liquid Fuels Greece EEC USA

Gasol.ine 17,2 21. 5 57.5

Kerasene 0.9 2,3 2.3

Diesel oil 40. 6 12.2 10.1

Mazout oil 39. 7 63. 8 29. 5

Others 1.6 0, 2 0,8

Source s Centre of Planning and Economic Researche
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Ihe main features of table 4 are: First the very

low piopo.1.(.ion o i gasoline consumed .in Greece compared

with the EEC countries and particularly uith the USA

where gasoline is almost the only form of energy used

in transport^and second that of the high consumption pat-

terns which diesel oil exhibits in Greece= The above

trends can be understood better if one considers the

multiple uses of diesel oil and the fact that the trans-

port sector is not as advanced in Greece as it is in the

EEC countries and especially in the USA,

The conclusions that emerge from the above mentioned

trends may be summarised as follows:

1. The faster growth rate of industry and particularly

of heavy industry, such as chemicals and metal industries

compared with agriculture, and the increasing standards

of living of the population,have helped make the energy-

sector a rapidly growing and increasingly crucial area

of the Greek economy* As a result of the overall economi

development the energy consumed by all sectors has in-

creased by 1.5 as fast as national income during the pe-

riod 1969-1975.

2. The Greek economy is heavily dependent on imported

fuels . This is evident from the high proportion of

liquid fuels - all of which are imported - in total

energy consumption (table 2). The internal energy sour-

ces appear to possess a mixture of positive and negative

characteris tics. For instance^there are significant

quantities of lignite in many parts of the country but
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its thermal capacity is quite low. o n the other hand,

wateipouer requires large amounts of capital and time in

order to be transformed into useful forms of energy so

any large scale project based on it to be uneconomic.

Nevertheless^considering the effects of the increase in

crude oil prices on the country's economy, the utili-

sation of the internally available energy sources can

lead to substitution for the imported crude oil without

the process of the industrialisation and economic deve-

lopment of the country heing dangerously affected.

The indigenous energy sources are the following:

^• Lignite; Proved reserves of lignite exist in more

than fifty different parts of Greece amounting to about

4 ?000 million tons; there are indications, however, that

the country' s total reserves are actually more than one

billion tons. Though the existing quantity of lignite

is quite large its thermal ability is not so high^varying

between 1,050 kcal/kg in Megalopolis to 3,200 kcal/kg

in Alivery.

From an economic point of view the reserves possess two

characteristics. First, they are near the surface so the

cost of their recovery is not high; and secondly, they

are geographically concentrated in specific areas. Pto-

1emays, Megalopolis and Alivery are the main lionite

centres, producing 98 percent of the total production uf

the country. The remaining 2 percent being produced in

small places spread all over Greece. During ohe period

1974 to 1976 the new by discovered reserves amounted to
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660 million tons e Of these.,400 million tons are in

P tolemays, 65 million tons in Megalopolis and the rest;

Cl45 million tons) in other pfiaces.

In 1974 and 1975 the production in Megalopolis uas 4.4

and 9 million tons respectively. In Ptolemays^on the

other hand; the lignite production amoun'ted to 6.9 million

tons in 1974 and 15 million tons in 1975. It has bean

1
estimated that uith the intensity of today's use, Megalo-

polis' reserves will last until 2010, Ptolemays 5 until

2018 and AJivery's reserves up to 1985,

The larges t part, 85 percent, of the total quantity of

lignite consumed in Greece is used for electricity gene-

ration; The remaining 15 percent is used in Industry by

large industrial units such as LARKO (500 thousand tons

per year) and the Chemical Industry AEBAL producing fer-

tilizers.

The fo1lowing tables ( tables 5 and 6) represent the

production and consumption patterns of lignite in Greece

respectively during the period 1960 - 1974.

1 PPC Divis ion of Statistics .
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Table 5

Lignite Production ±riGreece

(in 10" metric tons)

Year Small Mines Alivery P tolemays Megalopolis

1960 418 766 1378

1961 391 726 1385 -

1962 395 710 1595 -

1963 385 816 2439 -

1964 375 780 2816 —

1965 365 671 4172 -

1966 355 602 4115 -

1967 345 611 • 4318 -

1968 335 529 4866 -

1969 325 440 6069 -

1970 310 537 6145 957

1971 295 590 6094 4100

1972 280 505 6490 4410

1973 265 552 7760 4500

1974 250 525 8840 4400

Source: A. Diabolits is, (1975), page 33, table 4
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Table 6

Liqnlte Consumption 1n Greece

3
(in 10" metric tons)

Year Electricity
Generation

Production
of Briquetes

Consumption by
the Industrial
Sector

1960 1779 208 227

1961 1998 152 193

1962 2245 178 128

1963 2723 312 132

1964 3016 353 183

1965 3759 395 379

1966 3869 271 701

1967 3974 411 816

1968 4372 422 911

1969 5542 363 879

1970 6591 411 832

1971 9318 259 1176

1972 9124 541 1261

1973 11200 732 1353

1974 11700 774 1615

Source: OECD, Energy Statistics, 1959-1973 and for the

years 1973 and 1974, PPC, Statistical Division.
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Peat deposits at Philippi couer an area of 40

thousand hectares and are estimated at 4,000 million mo

trie tons. According to a study concerning the use of

pe<j"£for electricity generation the quantity to be ex-

tracted uould amount to only 7.5 percent cf the total

peat reserves at Philippi in an area of around 4,400

1
hectares. This quantity, however, uould be enough to

supply three thermoelectric plants of 1 20 MU each for

a period of fifteen years. The total generating capa-

city of these stations uould increase the PPC's instal-

led capacity by about 1 1 percent above its 1 973 level.

Peat can be extracted by methods similar to opencast

mining uhich imply favourable extraction costs. In

fact it has been estimated that the cost of a calorie

obtained from peat uould be 20 to 30 percent less than

the cost of a calorie from lignite at Ptolemays and

Megalopolis . Nevertheless, in a recent publication by

the Ministry of Co-ordination's, Energy Council^ it is

pointed out that in the near future, peat is not going

to be used as a form of energy because of the high so-

3
cial costs involved in its recovery ,

3 * Uaterpouer; In the present stage of economic deve-

lopment hydroelectric projects uith irrigation and

1 and 2 PPC, Divis ion of Statis tics.

3 Minis try of Co-ordination, (1976J, pe 23.



flood control are very important for the country. The

PPL estimates the country's potential uaterpouer at 84.6

million HUH pei year while exploitable uaterpouer is es-

timated at 20 million HIJH per year of which only 3.3 mil-

• 1

lion hUh annua11 or about 16 percent^is currently beiny

utilised for the generation of electricity« According

to the Corporation' s program,about 40 percent of the coun-

try's exploitable waterpoucr is going to be utilised by

1985. It must be noted, houever,, that hydroelectric sta-

tions are generally operated to cope with peak loads.

Uaterpouer then can be utilised in conjunction uith base-

load stations making use of other energy sources, for

example, lignite.

^• Petroleum; Since 1920 there uere indications of the

existence of petroleum deposits in different parts of

the country, but only recently, at the beginning of 1974,

have the discoveries off the cost of Thasos mode a sig-

nificant addition to the country's known energy sources.

It is estimated that within two years the crude oil

output could have reached 50 thousand barrels a day, which

is around one third of domestic requirements. Unfor-

tunately, three years have now elapsed without the produc-

tion of oil taking place. The reasons are both tech-

nical and political* Technical, in the sense that the

Oceanic Exploration Co. which undertook the research and

made the discoveries of oil deposits went bankrupt and

this brought about a halt to the uork in the area for



a considerable period. In the meantime, and after a pe-

riod of seven years of political instability, democracy

uas restored again and this brought a reconsideration of

energy policy issues. Nowadays the Public Petroleum

Enterprise^ in conjunction uith some American and French

companies; are engaged in the task of research and explo-

ration of petroleum deposits existing in Greece.

3. As tables 1 and 2 show within the distribution of fi-

nal energy consumption the share of electricity lias been

increas ing over the years. This probably reflects the

economy's orientation towards a more efficient energy

product for the production of which utilisation of in-

digenous energy sources is possible.
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Appondix 2

A1ternative formulations of the estimated Equations

%
CD
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Short-run Residential Eloct.ric.itv Dismand: 1961-1975

Table 1

Equation: <4lnq^= S , + a Aln(niPC) -- a?Aln(Rr>lP) + a^ AlnCPI) +

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates-Elasticities

1. Cons tant term s*o
1

0.036 (4.012)1

2c Current Disposable
Income per customer

(MI PC)
a1

0.584 (4.199)

3. Current Price of
Electricity

(RNP)
a 2 - 0*523 (3.129)

4. Consumer Price
Index

(CPI )
a_
3 - 0.108 (0.402)

R 2 •
• .861

D-U statistic : 2.143

r between Independent Variables
2

r
(rmp) ,(flipc)

•
• .263

2
r
(rhp) ,(cpi )

•
• .759

2
r
( nipc) ,(cpi )

«
c .608

1 The numbers in bracketsrepresent estimatedt-values
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Short-run Commercial Electricity Demand: 1961 - 1975

Table 2

Equation: .Alnq^ = ^ - b^ALn(GP/ C)+b ?A1 n(CMP)+b A1n(UPI)+u?

Explanatory Variables Parameter Estimates-Elasticities

1. Constant term

2. Current Gross
Domestic Product
per customer
(gp / C)

3. Current Price of
Electricity
( cmp)

4. Uholosale Price
Index
(upi )

§"
2

b1

b 2 .

b3

0.012 ( 0. 577)1

0.492 (1.306)

- 0.987 (3.262)

0.467 (1.091)

R 2 •
• .592

D-U statistic •
• 2.150

2
r betueen Independent Variables

2
r •

• .328

(CMP) ,(CP/ C)
2

r •
• .656

(CMP) ,(UPI )
2

r •
• .621

(GP/C),(UPI)

1 the numbersin brackets representestimatedc-values
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Appendix 3

Data and Sourc
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Pnc-irlnNST>1[JB

Year Money Price of
Crude oil
Dr/litro

(RP0 )
( 7 )

1961 2.19

1962 2.19

1963 2.19

1964 2.19

1965 2.19

1966 2.19

1967 2.19

1968 2.19

1969 2.19

1970 2.19

1971 2.20

1972 2.20

1973 2.60

1974 3.50

1975 4.76

Popu1 atic1n
!vi.ij1ion

( P)
(8)

8.398

8.448

8.478

8.510

8. 550

8.614

8.716

8.741

8.773

8.793

8.831

8.889

8.929

8.962

9.047

Urbanisation Rate
Inhabitants per
square km

(UR)
( 9 )

63.6

64.0

64.2

64.5

64.8

65.3

66.0

66. 2

66.5

66.6

66.9

67.3

67.6

67.9

68.5
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Res j.derit.ia1 Electricity

Sourcas of D;-it.a: 1961 - 1975

Column( s) Sources

(1)s(2)>(3) : Public Power Corporation, Division of Sta-

tistics*

( 4 ) : Ministry of Co-ordination, ( 1973),National

Accounts of Greece, Table 17, pp. 104-105

Ministry of Co-ordination, (1976),National

Accounts of Greece, Table 13, p. 28.

( 5 ) : Ministry of Co-ordination, ( 1973),National

Accounts of Greece, Table 11, pp. 92-93

Ministry of Co-ordination,(1976),National

Accounts of Greece, Table 5, p.19.

( 6 ) : Statistical Yearbooks of Greece: 1971, ta-

ble XXI1:3 p.339 and 1975, table XXI:3

p. 423.

(7) : Center of Planning and economic Res earch,

: btatis tical Yearbook of Greece, 1975, table

11:3, p, 17.
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s o u r c e so f u a t a : 1 9 6 1 1 9 7 5

Column( s) Sources

( 1 ) , ( 2) ,( 3 ) : P ub1ic power Corporation, Division of

Statis tics.

( 4 ) : Ministry of Co-ordination (1973), Natio-

nal Accounts of Greece:1958~1972, Table
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p. 422»

( 6 ) : Centre of planning and Economic Research
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Industrial Elactrieity

Sources of Data: 1961 » 1975

Column( s) Sourcos_

(1) ,( 2 j 5( 3) : Public Power Corporation, Di\/ision cf

Statistics®

( 4 ) : Statistical Yearbooks of Greece, 1972.,

table X:8, p* 203 and 1975, table X;11,

p. 233 respectively*

( 5 ) : Center of planning and Economic Research

^6) : Society of Geek Manufactures , The Greek

Industry, Annual Reports, different is-

sues.
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